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ABSTRACT 

Many semi-arid regions of the world experience rainfall patterns characterized by 

high spatial variability. Accurate spatial representation of different types of rainfall will 

facilitate the application of distributed hydrological models in these areas. The objective 

of this study was to develop a daily, spatially distributed, stochastic rainfall generator 

based on a first-order Markov chain model, calibrated using 50 years of rainfall 

observations at 88 gages from 1967 through 2016 in the 148-km2 Walnut Gulch 

Experimental Watershed, and then apply it in three different sized watersheds to see how 

spatially varied rainfall inputs will impact the hydrologic responses. Three types of 

rainfall, including convective, frontal, and tropical depression storms, were simulated 

separately in the generator using biweekly parameterization. Convective storms were 

simulated based on an elliptical shape rain cell conceptual model, whereas frontal and 

tropical depression storms were simulated as uniform rainfall fields over the whole 

watershed with introduced random variability. The rainfall generator was evaluated by 

comparing the mean statistics of 30 replicates of 50-year simulated data versus the 50-

year rain gage observed data. Most individual storm statistics and aggregated seasonal 

rainfall statistics were similar to the measured rainfall observations. The long-term mean 

values of both summer and winter rainfall amount were statistically satisfactory.  

Afterwards, two rainfall sequence data generated by a single-site rainfall generator 

(CLIGEN) and the spatial rainfall generator were passed into Soil and Water Assessment 

Tool (SWAT) for runoff simulation. Statistics showed that single-site and multi-site 

rainfall generators gave similar results regarding to annual precipitation. However, the 
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multi-site generator performed much better than the single-site generator in both mean 

summer flow and different return period flows. Single-site generator derived runoff was 

significantly overestimated in all three level watersheds, whereas multi-site generator 

performed satisfactorily in smaller watersheds and only did an overestimation in the 

largest watershed. It is indicated that in small to medium sized watersheds, the spatial 

variability of rainfall could still play an important role for hydrologic response, which 

made the application of multi-site rainfall generator become necessary.  

 

Key Words: spatial rainfall generator; convective storm; hydrologic response; 

watershed modeling; semi-arid; 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Precipitation provides input water source for a watershed, which plays an 

important role in the hydrologic cycle. Understanding the variability of precipitation is 

essential for hydrologic studies and watershed management. It is a driving force for other 

hydrologic processes such as infiltration, surface runoff and so on. Globally, rainfall has 

the most impact on natural environment and human lives among all forms of 

precipitation. It is also of great interest beyond the hydrological aspect, such as for 

ecological, biological and environmental concerns. However, current rainfall 

observations still have problems with either spatial coverage extent, temporal and spatial 

resolution or accuracy. Traditional methods, like rain gages observation, commonly only 

provide a sparse representation of spatial rainfall. The density of rain gage networks are 

inefficient and are heavily biased since most gages are located in wealthier and developed 

regions (Shuttleworth, 2012). Many countries do not have a thorough plan on rain gage 

monitoring networks, but rather a localized process (Andiego et al., 2017). Another study 

pointed out that the actual gage availability for research is highly variable which depends 

on the latency requirements and time range of study (Kidd et al., 2017). It was noted in 

several studies that the rain gage network density has an impact on either runoff volumes 

or peak discharges simulation, and decreasing the network density could lead to 

information loss when doing rainfall related analysis (Andiego et al., 2017; Hernandez et 

al., 2000; Shah et al., 1996).  

Besides the traditional rain gage data, radar data provides another source of 

precipitation observation, especially for large spatial coverage. Radar images can 
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represent the spatial rainfall field since it has a full coverage of the designated area with 

no gap, which is not achievable by rain gage networks (Bonnifait et al., 2009; Morin et 

al., 2006; Sidman et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2004). However, the newly developed radar 

system is not a direct measurement of rainfall but based on rainfall reflection rates. Many 

factors including drop size and precipitation type can impact the measurement leading to 

error. The deficiencies are that radar data needs careful calibration with rain gages 

measured data, or that the pixel size is too large to capture the rainfall variation inside the 

pixel (Sidman et al., 2016). Another problem with radar data is the lack of continuous 

long-term records. Long-term, high resolution rainfall data are always needed for 

hydrologic or agricultural engineering designs and climate change simulations (Wilks and 

Wilby, 1999). In general, the lack of continuous reliable rainfall records limits the 

development of hydrologic research and applications. Neither rain gage network or radar 

system provides adequate precipitation data for those purposes. 

Because of the inadequacy of observed precipitation data from rain gages and 

radar systems, models are used as a complementary way to generate precipitation series. 

Deterministic weather models utilize numerical algorithms and incorporate a set of 

equations describing the flow of fluids (Breinl et al., 2017; Wilks and Wilby, 1999). They 

are extensively used in weather forecasting services. The computational cost is high for 

this numerical type model since they require large quantities of parameterization and not 

suitable when running hundreds or thousands of simulations. Another model type is the 

stochastic models based on statistical characterization and representation of historical 

precipitation data. Their outputs are not aimed at simulating specific weather sequence at 
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a given time, but to statistically behave like the long time precipitation data for a certain 

place (Wilks and Wilby, 1999). Stochastic models can generate a sequence of rainfall 

events which maintains the key statistical characteristics of the historical records 

(Mehrotra et al., 2006; Wilks and Wilby, 1999). The results can be seen as a possible 

realization of the rainfall distribution in time and space, instead of the real events 

(Ferraris et al., 2003). The advantage is much less computational cost and can easily 

applied for different scenario simulations (Breinl et al., 2017). Many studies use 

stochastic rainfall generator as a downscaling method, either temporally or spatially. 

Theoretically, it can generate the rainfall records as long as needed by any applications. 

The resolution of generated rainfall records is specifically designated for each type of 

model. The advantage of simulated rainfall data is that they can provide long series of 

statistically representative records, which can be used in hydrological models, 

agricultural models, or climate change impact assessment to produce mathematically 

stable statistical representations of hydrologic response for a given weather record. As 

models become more sophisticated, the requirements for higher resolution and 

continuous rainfall series data become more important (Bonta, 2004a; Breinl et al., 2017; 

Li et al., 2017; Serinaldi, 2009). 

So far, single-site stochastic rainfall generators are still the most commonly used 

models. They have also be called uni-site generators or point-based generators in some 

studies. Single-site rainfall generators are based on the statistical characteristics of one 

single station. It does not consider the correlation between stations, in which case, this 

kind of model focuses only on the temporal rainfall process. Most widely used single-site 
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models are based on a daily simulation, including the generation of the rainfall 

occurrence (wet-dry process) and the rainfall amount (Srikanthan & McMahon, 2001; 

Wilks & Wilby, 1999). Recently, there has also been work done to model sub-daily 

rainfall processes (Bonta, 2004a, 2004b; Paschalis, et al., 2013). According to the method 

of acquiring rainfall occurrence, the models can be classified into two types: Markov 

chains and alternating renewal processes (Srikanthan and McMahon, 2001). These point 

generators do not provide an accurate prediction of the variable rainfall fields spatially.  

However, hydrologic response is a complex process which is controlled by 

several factors, such as precipitation, topography, land use and land cover, and soil 

properties. Precipitation provides the input water source into this process and the link 

between rainfall variability and runoff generation remains an important issue in 

hydrology studies. Scholars have done many research studying effect of the spatially 

variable rainfall on the hydrologic response that is discussed later in the literature review. 

Recently, research focus has transferred from single-site rainfall generator to more 

sophisticated multi-site rainfall generators or spatial rainfall generators (Breinl et al., 

2017; Hellassa and Souag-Gamane, 2019; Watson et al., 2005; Wilks and Wilby, 1999). 

In order to accurately model hydrologic response at a watershed scale we need a rainfall 

generator that can simulate non-uniform rainfall fields in space. Such a spatial generator 

will provide insight in the application of many watershed hydrological models.  

In this study, we will develop a Markov-chain based spatial stochastic rainfall 

generator to simulate daily rainfall in a semi-arid watershed located in southeastern 
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Arizona, and further apply the rainfall into hydrological modeling to evaluate the links 

between spatial rainfall and hydrologic response. The major objectives are:  

(1) present a conceptual model to characterize the spatial variation of the summer 

convective rainfall; 

(2) build a stochastic daily rainfall generator capable of simulating three types of 

rainfall with high spatial resolution that can be used in small to medium sized watersheds; 

(3) evaluate the performance of the spatial rainfall generator;  

(4) generate and compare precipitation data using both a single-site rainfall 

generator and the newly developed spatial rainfall generator; 

(5) calibrate a hydrological model based on Walnut Gulch Experimental 

Watershed observed rainfall and runoff data; 

(6) replace observed rainfall with both single-site and spatial rainfall generator 

into the hydrological model and then compare the hydrologic responses of those different 

rainfall inputs.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Spatial rainfall generator 

Rainfall has both temporal and spatial characteristics that need to be accounted for 

in the generation process. Point-based rainfall generators, which focus on the temporal 

dimension of rainfall, are the most commonly used models (Arnold and Williams, 1989; 

Calenda and Napolitano, 1999; Kavvas and Delleur, 1981; Papalexiou et al., 2011; 

Richardson, 1981; Valdes et al., 1985). These generators are based on single site 

observations, and therefore not designed to provide spatial resolution. Researchers have 

studied the effect of spatially variable rainfall on hydrologic response. Some studies 

argued that the spatial variability of rainfall does not cause significant differences in 

runoff generation or only causes secondary effects  (Beven and Hornberger, 1982; Obled 

et al., 1994; Schuurmans and Bierkens, 2006). These catchment sizes ranged from 71 to 

287 km2, which were mostly medium sized rural catchments. Obled et al. (1994) noted 

that their conclusions may not apply for smaller urbanized or larger rural areas.  

Schuurmans and Bierkens (2006) found that the spatial variability has a major effect on 

daily simulation of discharge, groundwater level and soil moisture, while for general 

longer-term behavior of the hydrological system, the areal average rainfall information is 

adequate. Koren et al. (1999) noted that heterogeneity of rainfall is a major factor for 

small scale catchments, but the fraction of the watershed covered by rainfall is not as 

important since rainfall is likely to cover the whole area. However, for larger scales, the 

fractional area of the watershed covered by rainfall is a major factor for runoff 

generation. Specific site conditions, in terms of either climate characteristics or size of 
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the watershed, can lead to quite different conclusions on how spatial rainfall affects 

hydrological responses. In a semi-arid region, such as is found in much of the 

southwestern United States, where runoff is dominated by summer convective storms, 

transmission losses in ephemeral channels are a significant factor in the water budget 

(Goodrich et al., 1997; Renard et al., 1993). Thus, the spatial distribution of rainfall may 

matter more in these environments, creating distinctive runoff response for upper and 

lower streams. Bell and Moore (2000) also pointed out that convective rainfall induces 

more sensitivity in runoff production than does stratiform rainfall. To facilitate the 

accurate modeling of hydrologic response in semi-arid regions, such as in southeastern 

Arizona, a rainfall generator that can simulate non-uniform rainfall fields in space is 

needed. It will enhance the ability to apply distributed watershed hydrologic models.  

Spatial rainfall generators may use multi-site data for a specific region, so they 

can also be referred to as multi-site rainfall generators. Compared with point-based 

generators, multi-site rainfall generators take spatial correlation between stations into 

consideration, since rainfall stations near enough are not totally independent of each 

other. Storms organize into groups and form linear bands or spiral bands under different 

weather systems in nature (Shuttleworth, 2012). In recent years there has been extensive 

research conducted on different types of multi-site rainfall generator models (Asong et 

al., 2016; Bardossy and Plate, 1992; Breinl et al., 2017; Evin et al., 2018; Ferraris et al., 

2003; Leander and Buishand, 2009; Li, 2014; Mehrotra et al., 2006; Peleg and Morin, 

2014; Serinaldi, 2009; Wilks, 1999). Most rainfall generators deal with two major 

components: rainfall occurrence and rainfall amount. There are two basic approaches for 
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precipitation occurrence generation.  One is the Richardson-type (Richardson, 1981) and 

the other is serial type (Racsko et al., 1991). The Richardson-type generator is based on 

Markov chain models, which simulates day to day rainfall occurrence using transition 

probabilities. Serial type generators account for long-term wet or dry trends, usually 

beginning with the simulation of dry and wet series of years, and then simulate rainfall 

amount based on dry and wet conditions.   

There are also basically two types of methods for representing spatial distribution 

of rainfall amounts. The first type focuses on the physical structure of small scale rain 

cells, such as shape and size, either using rain gage data (Cowpertwait et al., 1996; 

Ferraris et al., 2003; Hsieh, 2002; von Hardenberg et al., 2003) or radar images to acquire 

the parameters (Morin et al., 2006; Peleg and Morin, 2014, 2012). The other type 

considers relatively larger scale rainfall fields, usually incorporating mathematical 

representation of the spatial correlation. Further classification of this type can include 

several different methods: (1) statistical multi-site models, usually achieved by fitting 

empirical distributions for rainfall properties and adding spatial correlation matrix to 

represent inter-sites relation (Brissette et al., 2007; Khalili et al., 2009; Mehrotra and 

Sharma, 2007; Serinaldi, 2009; Wilks, 1998). (2) resampling/bootstrap models, where 

rainfall depths were resampled from historical data (Buishand and Brandsma, 2001; 

Leander and Buishand, 2009). Recent improvements of resampling methods included 

adding a reshuffle process to maintain the spatial properties (Breinl et al., 2013, 2015). 

(3) Nonlinearly filtered autoregressive processes (Lanza, 2000; Mejía and Rodríguez-

Iturbe, 1974; Rebora et al., 2006). (4) generalized linear models (Asong et al., 2016; 
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Verdin et al., 2018, 2015). (5) fractal cascade models (Gupta and Waymire, 1993). Of all 

the above approaches, rain cell models are particularly appropriate to simulate convective 

storms, since these storms share common features of short duration and limited spatial 

extent (Osborn et al., 1979). Generalized linear models have failed to capture the summer 

convective precipitation characteristics (Verdin et al., 2015).   

Rain cells can either be simulated using circular (Morin et al., 2005; Morin and 

Gabella, 2007; Peleg and Morin, 2014) or elliptical shapes (Barnolas et al., 2010; Peleg 

and Morin, 2012; Syed et al., 2003). The circular shape is easier for modeling since it 

only has one radius parameter, and the intensity distribution can be simplified as well 

because the cell is isotropic. The elliptical shape is more complex since it has both a 

major and minor axis, which also requires an additional orientation parameter. It is also 

necessary to define the center coordinates of the cell and the coverage area for both kinds 

of cells. In addition to cell shape parameters, researchers also have studied the 

representation of rainfall intensity within the cell: (1) rain cells with a constant intensity 

everywhere; (2) Gaussian decay of intensity from cell center; (3) exponential decay of 

intensity from cell center; (4) hybrid of Gaussian and exponential decay from cell center. 

The use of constant intensity makes the model simpler, but not generally realistic, 

especially when the research focus is on sub-daily rain cell development. Feral et al. 

(2003) noted that the Gaussian distribution leads to a faster decay of rainfall intensity 

from the center outwards but to a lower gradient for the outer part. The specific function 

might differ from region to region, which needs further calibration based on actual data. 
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Since temporal scale is not the primary consideration in this study, we used a 

daily step in this rainfall generator. The Richardson-type of generator was used for daily 

rainfall occurrence. The geographic area we are concerned about is dominated by 

convective rainfall during the summer, which is suitably represented by a rain-cell based 

generator. We combined simulations of individual rain cells to acquire the rainfall field 

over the entire watershed. 

2.2 Hydrologic response 

There is no consistent conclusion about how rainfall variability affects 

hydrological response. Some researchers argue that the spatial variability of rainfall does 

not cause significant difference in runoff generation (Beven and Hornberger, 1982; Obled 

et al., 1994; Schuurmans and Bierkens, 2006). Notice that these conclusions were drawn 

under certain conditions. Beven and Hornberger (1982) distinguished spatial rainfall 

variability into three simple types: upper basin concentrated, lower basin concentrated 

and relative uniformly distributed. By analyzing the hydrographs, they tested the effect 

on peak discharge, time to peak and total storm volume. Results showed that only the 

difference in peak timing was significant, but not the total storm runoff volume. Obled et 

al. (1994) used two different densities of rain gage network to test the effect of rainfall 

spatial variability. They claimed that though the spatial representation is important, it 

only has a secondary effect on explaining the discharge. However, they also pointed out 

that the conclusion is specifically for this medium-sized catchment (approximately from 

100~1000 km2) in a temperate climate. The mechanism could be different for large and 

small sized catchments or in arid and semi-arid catchments where downstream 
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transmission losses into the channels are active and important (Goodrich et al., 1997; 

Renard et al., 1993). In arid and semi-arid watersheds, transmission losses in ephemeral 

channels will be a significant part of the water budget. The runoff response in the upper 

stream and lower stream could have a large difference. The spatial distribution of rainfall 

matters more in these environments. Schuurmans and Bierkens (2006) found that the 

spatial variability has a major effect on daily simulation of discharge, groundwater level 

and soil moisture, while for general, longer-term behavior of the hydrological system the 

areal average rainfall information is enough. Fu et al. (2011) got similar results that the 

resolution of rainfall has little effect on annual water balance, and the effect on discharge 

is relatively low on catchments over 250 km2.  

Despite the above conclusions, which indicate spatial variability of rainfall might 

not be critical for runoff generation, there are still many studies indicating that the effects 

are not negligible. Some researchers (Bárdossy and Das, 2006; Caracciolo et al., 2014; 

Faurès et al., 1995; Hernandez et al., 2000; Lopes, 1996; Segond et al., 2007; Shah et al., 

1996; Wilson et al., 1979) explored the impact of different density of rain gage networks 

as input for hydrological models. The basic idea was to use a full network of rain gages to 

represent the true rainfall variability field, and then by decreasing the number of gages to 

compare the different output discharge data, including variables like peak discharge, total 

runoff volume, time to peak, shape of the hydrographs. Besides gage network density, the 

location or distribution of the gages also matters (Bell and Moore, 2000; Lopes, 1996). It 

is easy to imagine that with the same number of gages; a clustered distribution and a 

dispersed distribution network could capture different rainfall characteristics. 
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Topography should also be considered in gage distribution, and mountainous areas 

generally need denser networks than do plain areas to represent the spatial variability. 

Bell and Moore (2000) pointed out that convective rainfall type induces more sensitivity 

in runoff production than stratiform rainfall. Thus, we should recognize that high density 

or resolution does not necessarily mean accurate spatial representation. It also depends on 

other factors like rainfall types or topography. 

2.3 Hydrologic modeling using rainfall generators 

Though numerous field experiments provided observed records including rain 

gage data and flume measured streamflow for research purpose, the uncertainty caused 

by other watershed factors limits the understanding of how rainfall variability affects 

hydrologic response. An alternative way instead of using historical rainfall and 

streamflow data for this research is through hydrological modelling, by varying the input 

rainfall fields and comparing the runoff generation results based on synthetic data. With 

the modelling process, all other variables can be kept constant throughout different 

scenarios. 

Simple simulated rainfall data can be generated based on design storms (Sidman 

et al., 2016; Woolhiser and Goodrich, 1988). A more complicated method would use a 

rainfall generator to generate different rainfall inputs (Emmanuel et al., 2015; Krajewski 

et al., 1991; Li et al., 2013; Ogden and Julien, 1993; Xu et al., 2014) and in recent years, 

study focus has been put into comparison of single-site and multi-site rainfall generator 

effects on hydrologic modelling (Breinl, 2016; Khalili et al., 2011, 2006; Li et al., 2017; 
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Watson et al., 2005). The advantage of using rainfall generator is that the input rainfall 

scenario is no longer limited to historical observed situations, and you can control the 

statistical characteristics tested. Multi-site or spatial rainfall generators also make the test 

of rainfall spatial variability on hydrologic responses available. The watershed sizes 

ranged from 306 to 45421 km2 in these studies. Watson et al. (2005) compared the single-

site generator DMAn (Srikanthan, 2004) versus multi-site generator MS2P (Srikanthan, 

2005) using Soil and Water Assessment Tools (SWAT) for runoff simulation in a 306 

km2 watershed in Australia. The results showed that the distinction between single-site 

and multi-site driven SWAT results was not significant. Li et al. (2017) also applied 

SWAT simulation in a comparison between single-site generator (Li et al., 2013; 

Richardson and Nicks, 1990; Wilks and Wilby, 1999) and multi-site generator (Wilks, 

1998), but in a much larger river basin of 45421 km2 in China. He got a contradictory 

result with Watson that spatial structure of weather generators had a noteworthy effect on 

hydrological variability prediction, especially for maxima and variances. Since both the 

watershed scale and climate differed a lot for these two cases, it is not uncommon to draw 

two different conclusions. Actually, more studies reached similar conclusions with Li et 

al. (2017). Khalili et al. (2006) did hydrological model simulations in a 9700 km2 

watershed in Canada, using a Richardson type single-site (Richardson, 1981) and a multi-

site (Khalili et al., 2006) generated rainfall sequences as inputs. The research indicated 

that multi-site simulation produced more practical natural flow hydrographs and better 

extreme events. Another recent research (Breinl, 2016) did comparison in two snow-melt 

dominated runoff watersheds, with areas of 4637 and 548 km2 respectively. Conclusions 
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confirmed that single-site produced rainfall would underestimate extreme stream flows 

significantly while multi-site generator performed better. 

Most studies done above are targeted at medium to large scale watersheds, 

because at this level, the spatial variability of rainfall is prominent. Our study is focused 

at a semi-arid region in Arizona of the United States, where convective rainfall dominates 

the precipitation and summer flow. This type of rain usually covered a limited spatial 

extent with relatively short duration but high intensity (Goodrich et al., 2008; Nearing et 

al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002; Stillman et al., 2013). Thus, our focused area is from small 

to medium sized watersheds which still receive spatially variable rainfall. The main 

objective is to run hydrological model simulations with both a single-site and multi-site 

rainfall generator produced inputs, and then compare whether the rainfall variability still 

plays an important role in these small to medium level watersheds, under semi-arid 

climate condition. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Study area and data 

The study area is the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, located in southeast 

Arizona, surrounding the town of Tombstone. It is a sub-watershed of the San Pedro 

River Basin. The USDA-ARS Southwest Research Center has been operating in the 

watershed since the 1950s with intensive instrumentation and measurement of 

precipitation. The drainage area of Walnut Gulch is approximately 148 km2, and 

elevation ranging from 1220 m to 1900 m above sea level. Climate is semi-arid type with 

a mean temperature of 17.7 °C at Tombstone. The average annual precipitation in this 

semi-arid watershed is approximately 312 mm (Goodrich, Keefer et al., 2008), following 

a bimodal pattern, with most precipitation occurring in summer and winter seasons 

(Osborn, 1983). Summer rainfall, during the months of July, August, and September, 

accounts for approximately 60% of the total annual amount in this region, and results 

from the North American Monsoon (Nichols et al., 2002; Stillman et al., 2013). The 

summer rain often forms as convective storms, with relatively short duration but high 

intensity, and cover a limited spatial extent.  The spatial variation of summer convective 

storms is large. The winter frontal storms are, however, usually of long duration but low 

intensity, and usually cover the whole watershed more uniformly (Goodrich, Unkrich et 

al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002; Stillman et al., 2013). Frontal storms 

during the non-summer months account for approximately 35% of the annual 

precipitation. Occasionally, snow occurs in winter at the watershed, but it melts quickly 

and does not accumulate. The remaining 5% of the annual rainfall falls in the form of 
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tropical depression storms, usually dropping large amounts of water, much of which will 

be converted into runoff (Gochis et al., 2006; Osborn, 1982).  

Walnut Gulch Experiment Watershed has more than sixty years of rainfall 

monitoring. The earliest rainfall record dates back to 1954. The current rain gage network 

consists of 88 digital rain gages (Figure 1), which gives an average of approximately 0.6 

gage km2 over the watershed. The dense network provides advantages for spatial rainfall 

analysis, especially for the summer convective rainfall events with high spatial variation. 

The full current network of 88 gages was installed by 1967, so this study uses rainfall 

data from 1967 through 2016 (50 years) to build the generator. From 1967 through 1999, 

the rainfall data was recorded by analog rain gages, while after 2000, digital gages were 

used (Goodrich, Keefer et al., 2008). Due to resource considerations, only nine gages 

operated during the winter months from 1981 through 1991 and in 1999.  The reason for 

this is that winter rainfall in this area is much less spatially variable and the high density 

of rain gages were not considered necessary (Goodrich, Keefer et al., 2008). All rainfall 

data used can be acquired on the website of USDA-ARS-SWRC at 

http://www.tucson.ars.ag.gov/dap/. The rainfall records are stored in an Access database, 

including both daily rainfall and event rainfall. The daily data recorded the year, month, 

day and total depth received by a certain gage on that day. The event data recorded the 

event ID, year, month, day, start time, duration and depth by a certain gage. Each day 

may have multiple events in the database for a gage. The resolution for depth is 0.254 

mm (0.01 inch) and the resolution for duration is 1 minute. 
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The total drainage area of Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed is 148 km2 and 

monitored by flume 1 at the watershed outlet (Figure 2). The other two flumes selected in 

this study are flume 2 and flume 6, controlling drainage areas of 112 km2 and 93 km2 

respectively, accounting for about 75% and 60% of the whole watershed area. The three 

flumes selected in this study are the same type, which is Walnut Gulch Supercritical 

Flume. Soils in Walnut Gulch are mainly sandy loam with heavy gravel content. The 

surface rock coverage can range from very small percent on shallow slopes to over 70% 

on steep slopes. As for vegetation, there two major type of structure in Walnut Gulch, 

shrub-dominated and grass-dominated. Shrub-dominated sites have shrub canopy cover 

from 30% to 40%, whereas on grass-dominated sites, the grass canopy cover ranges 

between 10 to 80%.  

As for streamflow, summer monsoon rainfall induces most runoff events in the 

watershed between July and September. These summer convective storms possess 

characteristics of relatively short duration but high intensity, which create preconditions 

for surface runoff events in Walnut Gulch (Goodrich, Unkrich et al., 2008; Stone et al., 

2008). Another source of runoff comes from the tropical depression storms which usually 

forms in the early fall. They are quite large events but rare in frequency. Winter frontal 

storms generate little runoff because they are low in intensities (Goodrich Unkrich, et al., 

2008; Nearing et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002; Stillman et al., 2013). Snow occurs 

occasionally at the watershed but melts quickly and has little impact on annual runoff. In 

general, similar to other semi-arid watersheds, runoff in Walnut Gulch follows a seasonal 
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pattern and most time of the year the channels are dry. Ephemeral streams dominate in 

this region, and transmission loss process plays an important role in the hydrologic cycle.  

Runoff data are also provided on the website of USDA-ARS-SWRC at 

http://www.tucson.ars.ag.gov/dap/. In this research, daily rainfall data was used for 

SWAT simulation. As for streamflow, monthly aggregated runoff depth of Flume 1, 2 

and 6 were used in the calibration process. The time range is the same with rainfall data, 

from 1967 through 2016. Other data used in the hydrological modeling process included: 

USGS 10-meter DEM, National Land Cover Database 2011 (NLCD 2011), and Soil 

Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database. 

 

Figure 1. Rain gage network of USDA-Agricultural Research Service Walnut Gulch Experimental 

Watershed, Tombstone, Arizona. 
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Figure 2. Map of Flume 1, Flume 2 Flume 6 and main stream networks of Walnut Gulch 

Experimental Watershed, Tombstone, Arizona. 

3.2 Spatial rainfall generator development 

3.2.1 Storm identification 

A continuous rainfall record consists of both wet periods and dry periods. 

Researchers have explored different methods to distinguish events, usually based on a 

threshold of the dry period. This threshold can be a fixed time interval for all months, 

such as 6 hour used in erosive rainfall studies (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). It can also 

vary with months, depending on the actual distribution of the inter-arrival time of rainfall 

in each month. The Walnut Gulch rainfall database has identified events for each gage 

separately and assigned an event ID to each one. The criteria used for each gage in the 

database was based on a one hour hiatus (Goodrich, Keefer et al., 2008). However, this 

separation is only for one rain gage, which means if two gages received rainfall at the 
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same time, they are still assigned different event IDs in the database. An actual storm 

occurring in the watershed usually involves more than one gage, so it is necessary to 

identify the individual storms within the entire gage network. According to visual perusal 

of daily rainfall interpolation maps (Figure 3), we determined that a reasonable storm cell 

number within one day was no more than five. Longer thresholds give fewer storms 

identified for each day, since more gage events will be combined. The 4-hour threshold to 

separate and identify storms was selected so that the daily storm numbers were equal to 

or fewer than five. When the event starting times of two gages were within that threshold, 

they are identified to be the same storm in the watershed. The maximum depth for each 

storm was also recorded during the storm identification process. 

 

  

Figure 3. Examples of daily rainfall interpolation results for summer convective storms on Walnut 

Gulch Experimental Watershed. 
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3.2.2 Rainfall occurrence 

The rainfall generator is built with a Richardson type framework, using a first-

order Markov chain model (Richardson, 1981). A flow diagram of the computational 

processes of rainfall generator was shown in Figure 4. The basic concept of the first-order 

Markov chain method is that the present state of the system only depends on the previous 

state, which translated into the rainfall generation process means that the wet or dry state 

of the current day depends only on the state of the previous day. Using the Markov 

approach, a wet day is designated if at least one rain gage in the watershed receives 

rainfall on that day. Once a wet day is generated for the watershed, the model then 

generates the storm location and coverage, which determines how much simulated 

rainfall each particular gage receives. In order to generate a sequence of wet and dry 

days, three transition probabilities need to be calculated. P(W) is the probability of a wet 

day, P(W|W) is the probability of a wet day following a wet day, and P(W|D) is the 

probability of a wet day following a dry day. Previous research in Walnut Gulch showed 

that the transition probabilities for biweekly periods have significant differences from 

each other (Hsieh, 2002), so all transition probabilities were calculated on a biweekly 

basis. Modeling of the wet and dry sequence in the rainfall generator is done by first 

initializing a random number, and then using P(W) to decide the state of first day. After 

the state of the previous day was decided, then the transition probabilities P(W|W) and 

P(W|D) were used to calculate the state of the next day in each biweekly period for the 

entire simulation sequence (Figure 4).  
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When a wet day is generated, the type of rainfall also needs to be decided for that 

day. The consensus of most studies on Walnut Gulch is to separate each year into 

summer months (July-September) and non-summer months (Goodrich, Keefer et al., 

2008; Nearing et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002; Osborn et al., 1979) in terms of 

differentiating rainfall types. The dominant type for summer months is convective 

rainfall, while the dominant type for non-summer months is frontal rainfall. The third 

type, tropical depression rainfall, occurs primarily in late summer and fall, from 

September through November (Gochis et al., 2006). Probabilities for these three types of 

rainfall were calculated for each biweekly period using the daily rainfall. Periods with 

only one type of rainfall occurrence is straightforward, i.e. the probability of a rainfall to 

be a frontal type in December and January through June is 1. Similarly, the probability 

for convective rainfall in July through August is also 1. The complicated period is from 

September through November, where the probability for tropical depression storms needs 

to be considered. To do this, the histogram of all maximum depths of the storms in 

September through November were plotted, and then an exponential distribution was 

fitted to that histogram. The storms with large maximum depth on the histogram tails, 

which could not be fitted well by the exponential curve, were identified as tropical 

storms. Thus, their probabilities were calculated using the number of these storms divided 

by the total number of storms. All biweekly periods in September through November 

share the same probability of tropical depression rainfall, and the remainder of the 

probability for convective and frontal storms in these three months are obtained by 
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subtracting those from 1. Thus, each day of rainfall as determined by the transition 

probabilities were categorized as one of the three rainfall types. 

 

Figure 4. Flow diagram of the computational processes in the rainfall generator. 

3.2.3 Rainfall amount and distribution 

(1) Convective storms 

Convective storms usually show with an approximately elliptical shape in space, 

as determined either from interpolated daily rainfall maps or radar images (Hsieh, 2002; 

Karklinsky and Morin, 2006; Peleg and Morin, 2012). Hsieh (2002) analyzed convective 

storms in Walnut Gulch and proposed a conceptual model to characterize them (Figure 
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5). This current study followed a similar conceptual model and determined several 

parameters using rainfall data from July through September collected in 1967 through 

2016.  

The previous study of Hsieh (2002) showed that the storm centers are distributed 

randomly in the watershed. Sometimes a storm falls only partly within the watershed 

boundary, which means the generated storm center can also be outside the boundary. To 

address this, the generator uses a slightly larger area of 26.5 km by 12.5 km, divided it 

into 33125 cells, with each cell representing a 100 m by 100 m area and assigned an 

index from 1 through 33125. The equation to obtain a storm center location Z is:  

                                              
33125

Zz =                                                      (1) 

where Z is the center index ranging from 1 through 33125, and z is the standard 

uniform deviate ranging from 0 to 1.  

Once the storm center is located, a storm center depth is generated from a 

lognormal distribution and assigned to this storm. Several distributions were tested for 

the convective storm maximum depth, and the lognormal fit best for the data. It is 

assumed that the depth at the storm center is the maximum and decays to zero on the 

storm edge. A modified linear spread function was applied in the generator (Figure 6), 

which maintains constant intensity amount around the center, and then follows a linear 

decay function to the edge.  
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                         max 0
max (1 / ) / (1 )

dep r c D
depth

dep r D c c D r D
≤ ≤ ×

=  − − × < ≤
                         (2) 

where depth is the rainfall depth at a certain point inside the storm extent, max dep is the 

maximum depth at storm center, D is the distance from the center to the edge passing 

through at a certain point, r is the distance from the center to that point, c is a constant 

between 0 and 1. The calibration of c was made by matching the simulated total summer 

rainfall amount to the observed rainfall.  

The storm area is related to the maximum depth of the storm. After logarithmic 

transformation, a linear regression was built between the area and the maximum depth: 

                              0 1ln( ) ln(max )area a a dep ε= + +                                          (3) 

where the units for storm area are km2, and the units for maximum depth is mm, a0 

and a1 are the coefficients of the linear regression equation, ε is a random error term.  

An elliptical shaped storm has two axes, the major axis a and the minor axis b. 

The ratio c between them is defined as c = a/b. The value of c follows a normal 

distribution. Distribution parameters were acquired from Hsieh (2002). The simulated 

ratio was bounded between one standard deviation around the mean. When both the area 

and the ratio has been chosen for a storm, the length of major and minor axis can be 

calculated from the area equation of an ellipse.  

The last parameter for a convective storm is the orientation. It is defined as the 

counter-clockwise angle starting from the east. The orientation for a storm is between 0 

and 180 degrees and follows a normal distribution. Distribution parameters were acquired 
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from Hsieh (2002). The simulated orientation was bounded between one standard 

deviation around the mean, and extreme values beyond the 0 to 180 degrees range were 

discarded until a new value within the range was generated.  

 

Figure 5. Conceptual model of convective storms. 

 

Figure 6. Rainfall depth spread function of convective storms.                    
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(2) Frontal storms 

The frontal storms in non-summer months have much less spatial variation than 

do the convective storms. Osborn et al. (1979) analyzed data from Walnut Gulch in non-

monsoon months, suggesting that nine gages are adequate to represent the variability of 

frontal storms. Rainfall interpolation maps in non-monsoon months also showed this 

pattern. Since frontal storms usually cover the whole Walnut Gulch, for simplicity, it is 

assumed that every frontal storm covers the entire watershed in the generation process. 

The total volume of water of each frontal storm is the important factor for quantifying 

annual water balance, but from a hydrologic standpoint, winter frontal storms do not 

usually generate runoff in the channels at Walnut Gulch (Goodrich, Keefer, et al., 2008; 

Goodrich, Unkrich et al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2015). 

  The 88 rain gages are nearly uniformly distributed in the watershed, which 

means the area represented by each gage is approximately the same. The total volume of 

water that a storm delivers can be calculated by the following equation:  

                              avgVol Dep unit area N= × ×                                           (4) 

where Vol is the total volume of each frontal storm, Depavg is the average depth of 

all gages receiving rainfall, unit area is the area of one gage represented, N is the number 

of gages receiving rainfall. Notice that the unit area is not a constant value throughout all 

the years, because with the deletion or addition of gages over time the number of gages in 

the full network changed during the recording period.  Different unit area values needed 

to be calculated for different years. Data from 1967 through 1980, 1992 through 1998, 
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and 2000 through 2016 were used to fit a distribution for the total volume of water per 

storm for each biweekly period. The extremely large values on the tails during September 

through November fit poorly with the overall distribution curve (Figure 7), which 

indicates that they follow a different underlying mechanism. Those storms were 

considered as tropical depression storms and were excluded from the dataset when 

building the distribution for frontal storms. The model simulation will randomly pick a 

storm volume from the distribution curve of each biweekly period, first spread it evenly 

in the whole watershed with each grid having the average depth calculated based on the 

volume, and then added some randomness for each grid. The random difference added to 

each grid is based on the standard deviations of the observed rainfall fields, and each 

standard deviation is corresponded to a certain average storm depth. In order to provide a 

reasonable variation of the generated rainfall fields, the added randomness is allowed to 

fluctuate between negative to positive two standard deviations. 
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Figure 7. Distribution of storms volume during September to November before excluding extreme 

events. The grey histogram represented the observed counts of storm volume, and the red line 

represented the theoretical fitting distribution curve. Events on the histogram tail in the black box 

fitted poorly with the theoretical distribution curve. This subset of large events cannot pass the K-S 

test at 5% significance level. 

(3) Tropical depression storms 

The algorithm to generate tropical depression storms is similar to that of frontal 

storms. The difference is that these storms are much less frequent and the volume of 

water dropped by this type is much larger than by frontal storms (Gochis et al., 2006; 

Osborn, 1982). In the previous steps, the extreme values of storm volumes in September 

through November were excluded and all these values were fit to a separate distribution, 

which was used for the tropical depression storms. Unlike the frontal storms, numbers of 

identified tropical depression storms were limited, so only one distribution was fit for the 

entire September through November period. The model simulation will randomly pick a 
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storm volume from the distribution, first spread it evenly in the whole watershed and then 

add some randomness to each grid. The random difference added to each grid is based on 

the standard deviations of the observed rainfall fields, and each standard deviation is 

corresponded to a certain average storm depth. In order to provide a reasonable variation 

of the generated rainfall fields, the added randomness is allowed to fluctuate between 

negative to positive two standard deviations. 

3.2.4 Multiple events in a day 

The results in the Hsieh (2002) model underestimated the total summer rainfall of 

each gage, partly because the model only simulated one storm per day. Studies from radar 

analysis have shown that convective rainfall generally consists of several rain cells in one 

day (Morin et al., 2004; Peleg and Morin, 2014, 2012). Thus, the ability to simulate 

multiple events per day were enabled in this rainfall generator. Both convective storms 

and frontal storms can have multiple events per day, whereas the tropical depression 

storm remained as single event per day because of their sizes and durations. Based on the 

storm identification process in previous section, probabilities for different numbers of 

storms occurring in a single day may be calculated. For example, the probability of two 

events per day is made by counting the number of days with two storms and then dividing 

it by the number of total rainy days in a biweekly period. Convective rainfall would allow 

up to five storms per day, while frontal rainfall would allow up to three storms per day in 

this rainfall generator. Calibration of multiple events probabilities is based on controlling 

the total number of storms over the fifty-year period. For instance, if the total number of 

storms is overestimated, then the probability of more than one event was adjusted lower 
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by multiplying a coefficient between 0 and 1. Consequently, probabilities for one event 

will be adjusted higher to maintain that the sum of all probabilities adding to one.   

3.2.5 Model evaluation 

Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB. The regression equation 

between convective storm area and maximum depth was based on 4152 convective 

storms identified in 50 years, with maximum depth ranging from 0.25 mm to 95.12 mm 

and storm area ranging from 1.59 km2 to 152.94 km2. Statistical distribution types were 

determined for convective storm maximum depths and frontal storm and tropical 

depression storm volumes by comparing the empirical probability distributions to several 

theoretical distribution functions, such as lognormal, gamma, and exponential. The 

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K-S test) was used to test the similarity of the empirical 

distribution to the theoretical ones using a significance level of p = 0.05. If more than one 

theoretical distribution passed the K-S test, then the one with least number of parameters 

was selected in further modelling processing. After the selection of distribution type, 

distribution parameters were fit for each type of rainfall as described previously. 

The rainfall generator was run for 30 replicates of 50-year simulation (in total 

1500 years) to obtain a sequence of simulated daily rainfall, and then compared with the 

observed 50 years historical rainfall data. Model performance was evaluated in two 

aspects: individual storm statistics and seasonally aggregated rainfall statistics. Previous 

research (Goodrich, Keefer et al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002) divided 

the year into summer months (July-September) and non-summer months (October-
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December, January-June), which is adopted in this study as well.  The convective storm 

type was evaluated to determine whether the proposed conceptual model was able capture 

the major storm characteristics. Seasonally aggregated rainfall amounts were evaluated 

based on the simulation results of six gages (Gage ID 13, 34, 44, 46, 62, 80). These gages 

were relatively evenly distributed inside the watershed and were selected as a sample to 

calculate the seasonal rainfall.   

Statistics of both simulated individual storms and aggregated rainfall, including 

the mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, range and skewness, were computed 

and compared with the 50-year observed data. In addition, simulated and observed 

cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) were created for both individual storms and 

aggregated rainfall. K-S tests were performed between simulated and observed CDFs to 

determine whether they belonged to the same statistical distribution.  

Time series properties were evaluated through dry and wet spell lengths of 

simulated and observed rainfall data. The cumulative distribution function curves of both 

dry and wet spells were created for summer, non-summer, and annual periods. Seasonal 

and annual median lengths of dry and wet spells were also calculated for comparison. K-

S tests were performed between simulated and observed CDFs to determine whether they 

belonged to the same statistical distributions. 

3.3 Hydrologic modeling incorporating two types of rainfall generator 

3.3.1 Observed rainfall 
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When using the 50 years observed rain gage data as input for watershed simulations, 

the Thiessen polygon method was employed to create the area-weighted precipitation. 

Thiessen polygons are zones where any location within the zone is closest to the gage 

associated with the zone then to any gage. We used Automated Geospatial Watershed 

Assessment tool (AGWA, Miller et al., 2007) to create the Thiessen polygons, and then 

intersected it with the sub-watersheds to assign a weight to each polygon representing the 

percentage of that intersection polygon that comprises the sub-watershed. Then the 

weighted depth of a certain sub-watershed was calculated by adding all weighted gage 

depth inside that sub-watershed.  

3.3.2 Single-site generator 

The single-site rainfall generator used in this study is CLIGEN (Nicks et al., 

1995). Many widely used hydrological models, for example WEPP (Flanagan and 

Nearing, 1995) and SWAT (Arnold et al., 1998; Srinivasan et al., 1998), applied 

CLIGEN to acquire the rainfall input they needed. It is capable of generating daily 

precipitation based on the parameter file on a point site. This single-site generator is also 

under a framework of first-order Markov chain. Rainfall occurrence and amount were 

simulated in two steps separately. Occurrence is generated based on the transition 

probabilities P(W|W), and P(W|D), which is the same as the multi-site generator. These 

probabilities are calculated on a monthly basis. The daily rainfall amount in CLIGEN was 

generated using a skewed normal distribution of each month. Tombstone station was used 

to generate a point site rainfall in this study, which is located in the middle of Walnut 
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Gulch Experimental Watershed. In order to be comparable to the multi-site generator, a 

same 30 sets of 50-year rainfall dataset was simulated. 

3.3.3 Multi-site generator 

The multi-site generator we used to compare with CLIGEN was the spatial 

generator we developed in this study. For better correspondence of name, the spatial 

generator was referred as multi-site generator hereafter. The detailed generation 

algorithm was described in the methodology part. This generator can produce a daily 

gridded rainfall fields with 100 m resolution in space. A brief procedure was described as 

follows. Rainfall was simulated on a daily basis including two major steps, rainfall 

occurrence and rainfall amount generation. Occurrence is simply a sequence of wet and 

dry state, which is acquired by first initializing a random number, and then using the 

transition probabilities P(W), P(W|W), and P(W|D) to calculate the state of each day, 

where P(W) is the probability of a wet day, P(W|W) is the probability of a wet day 

following a wet day, and P(W|D) is the probability of a wet day following a dry day. 

Different transition probabilities were used for each half month within a year. Once a wet 

day was generated, the type of rainfall was also designated based on the seasonality, 

including convective storms, frontal storms and tropical depression storms. The next step 

is for rainfall amount generation. Convective storms were simulated using a 

conceptualized elliptical rain cell representing an individual event, where the rainfall 

depth decreased from cell center to the edge. Several parameters, including the storm 

center coordinates, area, length of axes, orientation and rainfall depth at the center, were 

decided based on parameterized statistical distributions of Walnut Gulch rainfall. Frontal 
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and tropical depression storms were simulated in a similar way, by generating the total 

volume of water of each storm first, and then distributed it rather uniformly but adding 

some small variations to the entire rainfall fields. The only difference between these two 

types was the magnitude of total rainfall volume of each storm, following two distinct 

exponential distributions parameterized on Walnut Gulch. This multi-site rainfall 

generator was run for 30 times, each time generating 50-year synthetic daily rainfall 

sequence on the whole watershed, which were used as rainfall data input for hydrological 

modeling. 

3.3.4 Watershed modeling 

Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) was used in this study for hydrological 

modeling. SWAT is a watershed model developed by USDA-ARS (Arnold et al., 1998; 

Srinivasan et al., 1998), aimed at evaluating the impact of land use and management on 

water, sediment and agriculture chemicals. It is a continuous model designated for long-

term simulations on a daily basis, which is suitable to test the effect of daily rainfall 

generators on runoff responses. All SWAT input parameters except precipitation input 

were kept the same during simulations, thus to only preserve the relative changes induced 

by different precipitation input. Climate inputs like temperature and wind speed were 

simulated by the internal weather generator of SWAT.  

SWAT requires the target watershed divided into sub-watersheds and each sub-

watershed may include one or more Hydrologic Response Units (HRUs). The three 

watersheds controlled by flume 1, 2 and 6 of Walnut Gulch were delineated and 
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discretized using the Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment tool (AGWA, Miller 

et al., 2007). Delineation of the controlled watershed was mainly based on the 10-meter 

DEM data. We first generated flow direction, flow accumulation and stream network step 

by step, then designated the flume as outlet to delineate the whole drainage area. 

Discretization into sub-watersheds was based on 2.5% threshold of the total watershed. 

Initial parameterization was also carried out in AGWA, including inputs of land cover 

and soil database. After initial parameterization was done, SWAT model input files were 

created for each flume. 

3.3.5 Model calibration 

Because SWAT model have several input files for each sub-watershed, including 

parameter files for watershed configuration, basin, precipitation, temperature, sub-basin, 

main channel, HRU (hydrologic response unit), management, soil, and groundwater, 

which in total may have hundreds of parameters to run the model. Thus, it is better to 

incorporate an automated calibration procedure in this study. We chose the Model-

Independent Parameter Estimation (PEST, Doherty, 2015) program to do the calibration  

based on the monthly runoff in three summer months from July through September. 

Based on previous research (Van Liew et al., 2007) and knowledge on Walnut Gulch 

Experimental Watershed, several parameters were selected specifically for PEST 

optimization in this study (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Parameters calibrated using PEST 

Parameter Description Units 
CN2 SCS runoff curve number none 
ESCO Soil evaporation compensation factor none 
SOL_K Saturated hydraulic conductivity mm/hr 
RCHRG_DP Deep aquifer percolation fraction none 
CH_K1 Effective hydraulic conductivity in tributary channel 

alluvium 
mm/hr 

CH_W1 Average width of tributary channels meter 
SURLAG Surface runoff lag coefficient none 
SOL_AWC Available soil water capacity mm/mm 

 

Calibration was done by comparing between the flume measured monthly runoff 

versus the SWAT simulated monthly runoff in 50 years (1967-2016), which made a total 

of 150 observed values with 150 simulated values. In addition to PEST own optimization 

algorithm, we used another two indices as criteria for evaluation. The first is the Nash-

Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) which measures the observed 

variance reproduced by the model.  
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 Where iobsQ  is the ith flume measured runoff value, isimQ  is the ith model 

simulated runoff value, and meanQ  is the mean of the flume measured runoff values. NSE 

values range from -∞ to 1 with 1 to represent the best fit of model. Positive values of 

NSE indicate that the model performed better than the observed mean value.  

 The second criterion is the percentage bias (PBIAS) (Gupta et al., 1999), which 

measures the average tendency of simulated runoff to be overestimated or underestimated 

comparing to the observed values. The optimal value for PBIAS is 0.0, and a positive 
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value indicating the model underestimation while a negative value indicating the model 

overestimation.  

                     ∑∑ ==
×−=
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3.3.6 Model evaluation 

Once calibrated, SWAT was run first with the observed 50-year rainfall data to 

get a sequence of streamflow as a comparison reference for later analysis. The reason to 

use this synthetic streamflow for comparison, instead of the real observed streamflow, 

was to eliminate the uncertainty caused by the hydrological model itself. Finally, both the 

30 sets of 50-year synthetic rainfall sequences generated from multi-site and single-site 

were fed into SWAT, producing two sets of simulated runoff responses respectively. 

Two parts of evaluation procedures regarding both the precipitation and 

streamflow were performed in this study. Basic statistics such as daily, monthly and 

annual mean, standard deviation, and skewness were compared between the multi-site 

and single-site rainfall simulation results, using corresponding observed rainfall statistics 

as a reference. As for streamflow, the magnitude of runoff depth is quite small in this 

area, so statistics of summer total runoff were compared instead of the daily or monthly 

values during the evaluation of models. In addition to basic statistical characteristics, 

return periods of total summer runoff were calculated based on a 95% confidence interval 

for both multi-site and single-site generated results, and then compared with the 

simulated runoff return periods using observed rainfall sequence. The return frequency 

plot created here was the empirical frequency plot. We ranked the runoff values in 
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ascending order and each value was assigned an order number, then estimated the 

probability that the magnitude of an item will not be exceeded.   
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4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

4.1 Rainfall characterization 

The transition probabilities for rainfall occurrence somewhere on the watershed 

for the 24 half-month periods are shown in Table 2. The probability of wet P(W) clearly 

showed that rainfall frequency reaches its peak in summer, exceeding 0.5, from the first 

half of July to the first half of September. The second wettest period is in winter from 

December through February, where P(W) ranges from 0.2 to 0.3. P(W|W) is always 

greater than P(W|D), which means that wet days tend to be clustered together. 
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Table 2. Transition probabilities, probabilities for three types of rainfall, and the probabilities for multiple events in all 24 half month periods 

Half month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Transition 
probabilities 

P(W) 0.2053 0.2225 0.2547 0.1914 0.1880 0.1338 0.1147 0.0960 0.0960 0.1175 0.1240 0.2640 
P(W|W) 0.4740 0.5000 0.5602 0.4776 0.4752 0.3738 0.4186 0.4167 0.3750 0.5106 0.4624 0.6111 
P(W|D) 0.1359 0.1431 0.1503 0.1237 0.1215 0.0952 0.0753 0.0619 0.0664 0.0652 0.0761 0.1377 

Probabilities 
for types of 
rainfall 

Convective 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Frontal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Tropical 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Probabilities 
for multiple 
events 

1 0.7309 0.7155 0.6589 0.7629 0.6751 0.7312 0.6690 0.8808 0.8217 0.7066 0.7868 0.8031 
2 0.1651 0.1626 0.2321 0.1626 0.2188 0.1680 0.2242 0.1022 0.1426 0.1726 0.1745 0.1663 
3 0.1040 0.1219 0.1089 0.0745 0.1061 0.1008 0.1068 0.0170 0.0357 0.1208 0.0388 0.0306 
4             
5             

Parameter of 
distributions* 

μ (mm or 105 m3) 2.6923 2.8794 2.1721 1.8628 2.6981 2.0318 1.5667 1.6052 1.4837 1.6541 2.3326 2.1434 
σ (mm)             

 

Half month 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Transition 
probabilities 

P(W) 0.6213 0.7738 0.7547 0.6438 0.5320 0.2733 0.2160 0.1950 0.1440 0.1613 0.2173 0.2288 
P(W|W) 0.7854 0.8336 0.8269 0.7592 0.7118 0.5561 0.5185 0.4615 0.4444 0.3884 0.5215 0.5191 
P(W|D) 0.3521 0.5635 0.5326 0.4316 0.3276 0.1651 0.1327 0.1304 0.0935 0.1176 0.1329 0.1410 

Probabilities 
for types of 
rainfall 

Convective 1 1 1 1 0.9876 0.9876 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Frontal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9876 0.9876 0.9876 0.9876 1 1 
Tropical 0 0 0 0 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0 0 

Probabilities 
for multiple 
events 

1 0.6449 0.6499 0.6450 0.6842 0.7133 0.6966 0.7409 0.7515 0.7496 0.7596 0.7801 0.6929 
2 0.2187 0.2227 0.2171 0.2178 0.1633 0.1678 0.1766 0.1792 0.2019 0.1492 0.1367 0.1906 
3 0.0961 0.0911 0.0953 0.0713 0.0867 0.0807 0.0824 0.0694 0.0485 0.0912 0.0832 0.1165 
4 0.0362 0.0300 0.0310 0.0255 0.0250 0.0323       
5 0.0042 0.0062 0.0115 0.0013 0.0117 0.0226       

Parameter of 
distributions* 

μ (mm or 105 m3) 1.5314 1.7461 1.6551 1.6105 1.6272 1.3189 2.4079 2.4877 2.5405 2.0375 3.2548 2.3647 
σ (mm) 1.4235 1.4680 1.4851 1.4827 1.4576 1.5344       

* (1) July-September (13-18): lognormal distribution for convective rainfall maximum depth, unit: mm. (2) Other months (1-12,19-24): exponential distribution for 

frontal rainfall volume, unit: 105 m3. (3) September-November (17-22): μ of exponential distribution for tropical depression rainfall is 4.2643*106 m3.  
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Axis ratio and orientation statistics were acquired from Hsieh (2002). Those 

parameters are measured directly from interpolated rainfall surfaces and shown in Table 

3. The mean value of axis ratio was 1.54, which is slightly greater than that found in 

previous work on Walnut Gulch, which showed a major to minor axis ratio of between 

1.0 and 1.5 (Fogel and Duckstein, 1969). The mean value of orientation found in Hsieh 

(2002) was 91.40, which points generally north as defined in the previous section. The 

area statistics acquired in this study showed a mean of 58.01 km2, which is approximately 

one-third of the watershed area. The regression equation of area and maximum depth (see 

Eq. 3) was determined as: 

          2ln( ) 2.1784 0.6851ln(max ) ( 0.57, 4152)area dep R nε= + + = =          (7) 

Hsieh (2002), using data also from Walnut Gulch, developed a similar regression 

equation (Equation 6) between area and maximum depth from 48 interpolated storm 

surfaces, with the maximum depth ranging from 4.83 mm to 47.75mm, and storm areas 

ranging from 3.6 km2 to 181.26 km2.   

        2ln( ) 1.1569 0.93ln(max  ) ( 0.46, 48)area dep R nε= + + = =                 (8) 

The number of storms used in this study was much greater than used by Hsieh 

(2002). The slope of Equation 5 is less than Equation 6, because the 48 storm samples 

Hsieh chose were mostly larger storms with clear elliptical shapes in space, which may 

be biased in terms of area representation. 
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The decay function to distribute rainfall from the convective storm center to the 

edge was determined as (see Figure 6):   

                        
max  0 0.59

maxdep(1 / ) / 0.41 0.59
dep r D

depth
r D D r D

≤ ≤
=  − < ≤

                        (9)  

Previous work on Walnut Gulch has used either an exponential type decay 

function (Fogel and Duckstein, 1969) or simple linear decay function (Hsieh, 2002) to 

distribute the rainfall from the storm center to the edge. However, in this study, we found 

that these two methods both underestimate the rainfall total. Observed from radar images 

and interpolated rain gage isohyets, the convective rain cell tends to have a flat 

distribution around the center. The rationale behind it is that as the storm moves in space 

it creates a region with relatively uniform maximum depth in the storm center (Fogel and 

Duckstein, 1969).  

Other model parameters, including the probabilities for different types of rainfall, 

probabilities for multiple events occurring in a day, and the distribution parameters for 

rainfall amount are shown in Table 2. The distribution for convective storm maximum 

depth was determined to be lognormal with two parameters, mean ( µ ) and variance (σ ), 

the fitting plots were shown in Figure 8. Whereas, the best-fit distribution for frontal and 

tropical depression storms was determined to be exponential, with only one parameter µ , 

and fitting plots were shown in Figure 9. Notice that the units for convective storms and 

the other two types are different in Table 2, because one is for depth and the other two are 

for volume.  
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Table 3. Characteristics of convective storm area, axis ratio, and orientation. 

 Mean Std.dev Skewness Max Min 
Area (km2) 58.01 50.50 0.56 152.94 1.59 
Axis ratio (a/b) * 1.54 0.37 0.96 2.50 1.08 
Orientation (degree) * 91.40 38.27 0.06 170.00 0.00 

*From Hsieh (2002) 

 

Figure 8. Lognormal distribution of convective storms maximum depth during July to September, (1) 

is for the first half month, and (2) is for the second half month. The grey histogram represented the 

observed counts of storm maximum depth, and the red line represented the theoretical fitting 

distribution curve. 
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Figure 9. Exponential distribution of frontal storms volume during non-summer months, (1) is for 

the first half month, and (2) is for the second half month. The grey histogram represented the 

observed counts of storm volume, and the red line represented the theoretical fitting distribution 

curve. 

4.2 Spatial rainfall generator evaluation 

4.2.1 Convective storm maximum depth 

The statistics of observed and simulated convective storm maximum depth from 

July through September are presented in Table 4 and Table 5. The mean value simulated 

in all six half months with convective storms had less than 6% difference. The fact that 

the simulated storm depths had a broader range of maximum depths is expected since the 

model was run for 30 replicates of 50-year time range (in total 1500 years) and should 

include extreme values that were not captured in the historical data. The shape of 
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simulated and observed CDF curves for all six periods were similar (Figure 10). The K-S 

test showed that there were no significant (p = 0.05) differences between the observed 

and simulated CDFs in all half month periods. 

Table 4. Characteristics of observed convective storm maximum depths (mm). 

 July  
1-15 

July  
16-31 

Aug  
1-15 

Aug  
16-31 

Sept  
1-15 

Sept  
16-30 

Mean  10.32 12.85 12.05 11.52 11.38 9.45 
Std.dev 12.62 14.78 14.30 13.58 13.41 12.99 
Max 85.60 83.31 91.19 81.03 87.63 95.12 
Min 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Range 85.34 83.06 90.93 80.77 87.38 94.87 
Skewness 2.25 1.79 1.91 1.86 2.03 2.85 

 

Table 5. Characteristics of simulated convective storm maximum depths (mm). 

 July  
1-15 

July  
16-31 

Aug  
1-15 

Aug  
16-31 

Sept  
1-15 

Sept  
16-30 

Mean  10.26 13.23 12.73 11.73 11.93 9.46 
Std.dev 14.86 20.08 19.36 17.53 17.85 14.94 
Max 104.28 143.36 136.68 129.45 125.26 108.26 
Min 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Range 104.03 143.11 136.43 129.20 125.01 108.01 
Skewness 2.97 3.07 3.05 3.01 3.05 3.25 
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Figure 10. CDFs of observed and simulated summer convective storm maximum depths. 
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The average summer rainfall total of the selected six gages was 192.9 mm, 

whereas the simulated summer rainfall total was 190.4 mm, with 1.3% difference (Table 

6 and Table 7). The simulated range of summer rainfall total was almost twice that of the 

observed values, with lesser minimum and greater maximum values. Consequently, the 

simulated standard deviation was approximately 100 mm, which was greater than the 

observed values which were approximately 60 mm.  K-S test results showed that there 

was no significant difference between the two curves in summer (Figure 11a), under p = 

0.05 significance level. The simulated data variability was greater than the historical data, 

could have resulted from more extreme values being simulated in the long synthetic time 

series. This is consistent with the individual convective storms evaluation, where some 

extreme values exceeding the historical records were simulated.  

As for non-summer rainfall, observed mean of six gages was 122.6 mm, and the 

simulated mean was 122.2 mm (Table 8 and Table 9). The range of winter rainfall had 

15.6% difference between the observed and simulated, which is mostly caused by the 

overestimation of the minimum values. The simulated maximum winter rainfall was 

slightly less than the observed. Thus, the standard deviation was also underestimated by 

the model compared to historical records. The reason for this is related to the method 

used to distribute the generated the rainfall volume over the watershed. Since winter 

frontal storms have less variability than summer convective rainfall, for simplicity in this 

rainfall generator, every storm volume was distributed uniformly to all gages, only 

adding a small random variance. As a result, the variation in both space and time has 

been lost to some degree. The two CDF curves of non-summer rainfall total amounts 
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failed the K-S test (Figure 11b), which means that there was some difference between the 

simulated and observed data. However, the winter storms in Walnut Gulch rarely cause 

runoff and erosion due to their low intensity (Goodrich, Keefer, et al., 2008; Goodrich, 

Unkrich et al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2015), so it was considered acceptable to miss some 

variation in the generated storm depth totals as long as the total amount is similar and 

annual water balance was maintained. 

Table 6. Observed rainfall totals for summer months of six gages (mm). 

Gage ID 13 34 44 46 62 80 
Mean  186.7 192.2 194.6 199.5 194.5 189.7 
Std.dev 60.4 63.7 58.6 61.4 52.2 66.8 
Max 336.6 345.7 345.9 410.5 327.3 380.0 
Min 89.8 70.2 81.0 77.7 88.8 75.4 
Range 246.8 275.5 264.9 332.7 238.5 304.5 
Skewness 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 -0.2 0.6 

 

Table 7. Simulated rainfall totals for summer months of six gages (mm). 

Gage ID 13 34 44 46 62 80 
Mean  196.3 187.1 185.8 191.8 186.5 195.0 
Std.dev 100.4 99.7 101.6 102.6 96.3 100.7 
Max 508.3 561.7 623.5 617.3 534.2 511.9 
Min 3.6 1.5 7.2 8.2 10.4 9.1 
Range 504.8 560.2 616.3 609.1 523.9 502.8 
Skewness 0.5 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.6 

 

Table 8. Observed rainfall totals for non-summer months of six gages (mm). 

Gage ID 13 34 44 46 62 80 
Mean  122.7 120.7 121.6 132.8 116.9 120.9 
Std.dev 59.7 65.8 61.1 65.1 64.3 59.8 
Max 266.4 308.9 295.0 318.8 300.4 282.8 
Min 19.8 18.0 13.2 16.3 10.7 12.2 
Range 246.6 290.8 281.8 302.5 289.7 270.6 
Skewness 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.7 
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Table 9. Simulated rainfall totals for non-summer months of six gages (mm). 

Gage ID 13 34 44 46 62 80 
Mean  122.6 122.0 122.0 122.7 121.6 122.1 
Std.dev 34.2 34.1 33.7 34.7 34.0 34.3 
Max 265.0 305.8 282.0 280.8 264.7 256.8 
Min 42.3 41.9 42.3 33.2 44.7 30.3 
Range 222.7 263.9 239.8 247.6 219.9 226.5 
Skewness 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 

 

 

Figure 11. CDFs of observed and simulated rainfall totals for (a) summer and (b) non-summer 

periods. 

Simulated and observed median lengths of dry and wet spell were shown in Table 

10, which represents the central tendency of spell length distribution. The median of 

simulated dry spell length was slightly shorter than observed throughout the year, 

whereas the median of simulated wet spell length was longer than observed for summer, 

but the same for non-summer months. The overestimated wet spell length also caused an 

overestimation for annual wet spell length. The cumulative distribution function curves 

for seasonal and annual were shown in Figure 12. Five of the six pairs of observed and 

simulated curves passed the K-S test under p = 0.05 significance level. The significant 
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difference for the summer wet spell curves indicated that the rainfall generator tends to 

simulate slightly longer wet periods during summer season. 

Table 10. Observed and simulated median length of dry and wet spells (day). 

 Annual Summer Non-summer  Annual Summer Non-summer 
Dry_obs 4.2 2.2 7.2 Wet_obs 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Dry_sim 4.0 2.0 6.0 Wet_sim 2.0 3.0 1.0 

  

 

Figure 12. CDFs of observed and simulated dry and wet spell length for annual, summer and non-

summer periods, (1) first column: dry spell, (2) second column: wet spell. 
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4.3 Comparison of generated precipitation 

The overall annual rainfall amount was preserved well by the multi-site rainfall 

generator, with only a 1% difference, which is better than the single-site model with a 7% 

difference (Table 11). Total number of wet days are satisfactorily reproduced by both 

type of models. As for standard deviation, both single-site and multi-site made an 

overestimation, could be due to inclusion of broader range of rainfall data, since both 

generators were run for 30 replicates of 50-years. The multi-site simulated standard 

deviation was slightly better compared to the single-site model. Skewness was neither 

reproduced well by the single-site or multi-site model, both having an overestimation.  

Daily and monthly rainfall statistics and boxplots were shown from Figure 13 to 

Figure 16. The mean daily and monthly rainfall amounts were generally simulated well 

by both models. Multi-site rainfall generator outperforms single-site generator in most 

non-summer months, while in summer months, both models have a slight offset from the 

historical data. The multi-site generator tended to underestimate summer rainfall amount 

and the single-site generator would overestimate it. K-S test results showed that there was 

no significant difference either between the daily and monthly rainfall of observed versus 

the multi-site or the observed versus the single-site (Figure 13 and 14), at p = 0.05 

significance level. The daily and monthly standard deviation were generally reproduced 

satisfactorily in non-summer months by both the single-site and multi-site rainfall 

generators. However, discrepancies occurred during the summer months especially in 

July and August, which was also the main reason for an overestimation of the overall 

annual standard deviation. As we stated above, it could be due to a broader range of 
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simulated dataset inducing more variations, and maybe also because Walnut Gulch is 

dominated by the summer monsoon precipitation which has large variation from day to 

day and year to year, this variation is hard to be captured very precisely with both single-

site and multi-site models in this study. The boxplot which showed the 25th and 75th 

percentiles, indicated similar results that both sets of simulated rainfall had a wider range 

than the historical rainfall data. Skewness was not represented adequately by both 

models, though the single-site output is slightly better than the multi-site model.  

Table 11. Statistics of observed and simulated annual rainfall statistics. 

Statistic Observed Single-site Multi-site 
Mean (mm) 315.5 338.3 312.6 
Std.dev (mm) 66.08 83.73 75.22 
Skewness 0.16 0.44 0.57 
Number of wet days 49 49 50 
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Figure 13. Mean, standard deviation and skewness of daily rainfall. 
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Figure 14. Boxplots of observed, single-site generated, and multi-site generated daily rainfall. 
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Figure 15. Mean, standard deviation and skewness of monthly rainfall. 
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Figure 16. Boxplots of observed, single-site generated, and multi-site generated monthly rainfall. 

 

4.4 Hydrologic model calibration results 

During the calibration process, we found that the monthly runoff magnitude in 

Walnut Gulch was quite small, usually below 1.0 mm, which made the calibration 

process difficult because the magnitude of model uncertainty was close to the magnitude 

of the simulated runoff itself. The statistics of flume measured summer runoff and model 

simulated summer runoff were shown in Table 12, as well as the two calibration criteria. 
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Through several trials of combination of parameters, the final PBIAS values for all three 

flumes ranged between -5% (underestimation) to 5% (overestimation). The other index 

NSE was negative for Flume 1, which indicated that the mean of measured runoff value 

was a better predictor than the model. The NSE for Flume 2 and Flume 6 were both 

positive and indicated better model performance in these two smaller watersheds 

compared to Flume 1.  

Table 12 Statistics of flume measured and model simulated summer runoff (unit: mm) 

 Measured with flumes Simulated after calibration 
Flume 1 2 6 1 2 6 
Mean 2.30 3.01 3.75 2.20 3.10 3.81 
Std.dev 2.24 3.12 4.08 2.24 2.10 2.48 
Skewness 1.90 1.86 2.23 5.06 4.29 4.28 
Max 11.84 15.38 21.51 16.08 15.49 18.33 
Min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.69 1.01 
NSE    -0.3 0.1 0.1 
PBIAS (%)    4.18 -3.03 -1.56 
 

4.5 Comparison of generated runoff 

The observed and simulated summer runoff statistics were shown in Table 13. It should 

be noted here the observed summer runoff is not directly from flume measurements, but 

generated runoff based on measured rainfall data. This is the way to eliminate the 

uncertainty of hydrological model itself, since all three runoff data series were 

reproduced through the same procedures inside the model. As shown in Figure 2, the area 

controlled by Flume 1 was the largest, Flume 2 smaller and Flume 6 being the smallest. 

Most precipitation on Walnut Gulch will be infiltrated into the surface and then being 

evaporated or transpired by vegetation. Only a little portion of precipitation forms runoff, 

and due to transmission losses in the channels, the amount of runoff actually reaches the 
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watershed outlet will be even less. According to SWAT simulation results (Table 13), the 

observed runoff was the largest at Flume 6, then Flume 2 and least at the whole 

watershed outlet Flume 1. Stone et al. (2008) found the same pattern using stream flow 

measurements at WGEW. Magnitude of summer runoff ranges from 2 to 4 mm.  

Though from the rainfall simulation results, we know that the single-site and 

multi-site generators can both well reproduced the mean daily, monthly and annual 

rainfall amount. The situation was different in runoff generating. Both multi-site and 

single-site generated rainfall tended to induce an overestimation in runoff. However, the 

multi-site generator still performed better than the single-site generator. The percentage 

errors of multi-site generated runoff for Flume 2 and Flume 6 were less than 5%, while 

for Flume 1 was 23%. Whereas, the single-site generated runoff had an over 25% 

percentage errors for all three flumes, and error for Flume 1 reached 43%. The simulated 

standard deviations were also larger than the observed runoff, still the multi-site 

generator performed better than the single-site generator. An overestimation of standard 

deviation could be attributed to the simulated rainfall having a larger standard deviation. 

Skewness of both models were underestimated compared to observed runoff. Simulated 

maximum and minimum values induced a broader range of runoff data for both 

generators. 
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Table 13. Statistics of observed and simulated summer runoff (unit: mm). 

  Observed  Multi-site Single-site 
Flume 1 2 6 1 2 6 1 2 6 
Mean 2.20 3.10 3.81 2.70 3.17 3.97 3.14 4.25 4.76 
Std.dev 2.24 2.10 2.48 3.81 3.69 4.14 4.61 5.07 4.87 
Skewness 5.06 4.29 4.28 2.69 2.67 2.42 3.11 3.02 2.87 
Max 16.08 15.49 18.33 19.77 19.76 21.87 24.90 28.46 27.50 
Min 0.26 0.69 1.01 0.06 0.22 0.36 0.16 0.48 0.69 

 

Another important aspect for runoff simulation is to reproduce the runoff return 

periods adequately, for designing and planning purposes. The three different levels of 

watershed controlled by Flume 1, 2 and 6 showed distinguishable results in comparing 

the simulated return frequency of total summer runoff (Figure 17). For the smallest 

watersheds controlled by 6, the short return period flows (1-2 year) tended to be 

overestimated a little, but the prediction got better as the return period became longer, 

especially for those simulated using the multi-site generated rainfall. The observed return 

frequency curve completely fell into the 95% confidence interval of multi-site generated 

results. While the single-site generated flows tended to be overestimated for longer return 

periods. As the watershed size got larger, the prediction for longer return period became 

not so satisfactorily. A discrepancy occurred between the observed flow curve and 

simulated runoff, especially for return periods longer than ten-year. The larger the 

watershed size, the more significant of the discrepancy between observed and simulated 

runoff. Flume 1 was the least satisfactorily predicted. These results indicated that the 

SWAT model might not work well for large-sized watersheds in this semi-arid climate 

region, due to a poor characterization of the transmission loss in the channel systems. 
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Smaller watershed such as which controlled by Flume 6, with a size of 93 km2, can be 

simulated accurately with the multi-site model generated rainfall. 
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Figure 17. Return periods of generated summer runoff using observed rainfall, single-site rainfall 

and multi-site rainfall for Flume 1, 2 and 6 in WGEW. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study presented modeling concepts and processes of a daily, spatial, 

stochastic rainfall generator in a semi-arid watershed in southeastern Arizona. Unlike 

most daily rainfall generators which give only the daily rainfall amount, this model is 

capable of simulating individual storms within a day. Simulation of four elements, 

including daily rainfall occurrence, the number of storms per day, the maximum depth or 

total volume of a storm, and spatial distribution of the rainfall was illustrated using 50-

years of rain gage observations in Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, Arizona. The 

separation process of generating three types of rainfall (convective, frontal and tropical 

depression) is appropriate in this region, since they all have quite different physical 

features. The concept of elliptical shape of convective storms works well in this study 

and has been tested in other research. The simulated individual convective storm statistics 

were similar to the observed. The simulated seasonal rainfall performed differently for 

summer and non-summer periods, with a slight overestimation of variation of annual 

summer rainfall and an underestimation of variation in non-summer period, but the long-

term mean values of both summer and non-summer periods are satisfactory.   

Single-site and multi-site rainfall generators gave similar simulations regarding to 

annual precipitation statistics, with multi-site generator slightly outperformed single-site 

in reproduction of annual mean and standard deviation. As for daily and monthly 

statistics, both types of generator would slightly overestimate the summer months 

precipitation with a larger standard deviation and broader range between minima and 
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maxima. However, the overall performances of precipitation simulation were still 

acceptable for both generators.  

For stream flow simulation, the multi-site generator performed much better than 

the single-site generator in both mean summer flow and different return period flows. 

Single-site generator derived runoff was significantly overestimated in all three level 

watersheds, whereas multi-site generator performed satisfactorily in smaller watersheds 

and only did an overestimation in larger watersheds. This overestimation for larger 

watersheds could be due to the nature of the SWAT model, where transmission loss was 

not well represented. A previous research (Van Liew et al., 2007) also noted that SWAT 

performance in desert or semidesert climates were not as good as in humid climates. The 

results of runoff generation were consistent with most previous research (Breinl, 2016; 

Khalili et al., 2011, 2006; Li et al., 2017) to some degree. This study confirmed that even 

in small to medium sized watersheds, the spatial variability of rainfall could still play an 

important role for hydrologic response, which made the application of multi-site rainfall 

generator become necessary. Smaller watershed area does not guarantee the homogeneity 

of rainfall distribution and using single-site generated rainfall sequence might lead to 

some bias in both prediction of long-term mean flow and extreme events. Semi-arid 

watersheds like WGEW are dominated by summer convective rainfall generated flow, 

where the rainfall spatial variability is quite high and cannot be ignored. 

There are limitations for this generator. It is a well calibrated model based on the 

dense rain gage network of Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, and expanding it to 

larger area application will require additional analysis linking the point statistics with 
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area statistics. Possible solutions for obtaining larger area statistics, such as convective 

storm area, may need incorporation of radar rainfall images. This rainfall generator is 

initially targeted at semi-arid watersheds where convective rainfall dominated, thus it 

may not be immediately applicable in regions with significantly different rainfall types.   

Possible uses of the rainfall generator include application into hydrological 

models, erosion models as rainfall input, where spatial rainfall information could have an 

impact on runoff response or sediment yield. It may also be applied in climate change 

studies by manipulating model parameters to account for future trends and testing the 

outcomes. Developing the rainfall generator into a high-resolution temporal model is a 

future research need, which will require further studies of storm movement in space and 

time. 
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APPENDIX A: A daily spatially explicit stochastic rainfall generator for a semi-arid 

climate  

This appendix has been published by a peer reviewed journal: 

Zhao, Y., Nearing, M. A., Guertin, D. P., 2019. A daily spatially explicit stochastic 

rainfall generator for a semi-arid climate. J. Hydrol. 574, 181–192. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhydrol.2019.04.006 

Abstract  

Many semi-arid regions of the world experience rainfall patterns characterized by high 

spatial variability. Accurate spatial representation of different types of rainfall will 

facilitate the application of distributed hydrological models in these areas. This study 

presents a daily, spatially distributed, stochastic rainfall generator based on a first-order 

Markov chain model, calibrated using 50 years of rainfall observations at 88 gages from 

1967 through 2016 in the 148-km2 Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed. Three types 

of rainfall, including convective, frontal, and tropical depression storms, were simulated 

separately in the generator using biweekly parameterization. Convective storms were 

simulated based on an elliptical shape rain cell conceptual model, whereas frontal and 

tropical depression storms were simulated as uniform rainfall fields over the whole 

watershed with introduced random variability. The rainfall generator was evaluated by 

comparing the mean statistics of 30 sets of 50-year simulated data versus the 50-year rain 

gage observed data. Most individual storm statistics and aggregated seasonal rainfall 

statistics were similar to the measured rainfall observations. The long-term mean values 

of both summer and winter rainfall amount were statistically satisfactory. This model can 
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serve as a guide for application in areas with convective, frontal, and tropical depression 

storms. 

Key Words: rainfall generator; spatial; semi-arid; convective storm; Markov chain 

1      Introduction 

Precipitation is a driving force of many hydrologic processes, especially for 

regions with semi-arid and arid climates. However, the lack of reliable rainfall records 

limits the development of hydrologic research and applications. Stochastic rainfall 

generators can simulate the key characteristics of natural rainfall records (Wilks and 

Wilby, 1999). The advantage of simulated rainfall data is that they can provide long 

series of statistically representative records, which can be used in hydrological models, 

agricultural models, or climate change impact assessment to produce mathematically 

stable statistical representations of hydrologic response for a given weather record. As 

models become more sophisticated, the requirements for higher resolution and 

continuous rainfall series data become more important (Bonta, 2004; Breinl et al., 2017; 

Li et al., 2017; Serinaldi, 2009).  

Rainfall has both temporal and spatial characteristics that need to be accounted for 

in the generation process. Point-based rainfall generators, which focus on the temporal 

dimension of rainfall, are the most commonly used models (Arnold and Williams, 1989; 

Calenda and Napolitano, 1999; Kavvas and Delleur, 1981; Papalexiou et al., 2011; 

Richardson, 1981; Valdes et al., 1985). These generators are based on single site 

observations, and therefore not designed to provide spatial resolution. Researchers have 
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studied the effect of spatially variable rainfall on hydrologic response. Some studies 

argued that the spatial variability of rainfall does not cause significant differences in 

runoff generation or only causes secondary effects  (Beven and Hornberger, 1982; Obled 

et al., 1994; Schuurmans and Bierkens, 2006). These catchment sizes ranged from 71 to 

287 km2, which were mostly medium sized rural catchments. Obled et al. (1994) noted 

that their conclusions may not apply for smaller urbanized or larger rural areas.  

Schuurmans and Bierkens (2006) found that the spatial variability has a major effect on 

daily simulation of discharge, groundwater level and soil moisture, while for general 

longer-term behavior of the hydrological system, the areal average rainfall information is 

adequate. Koren et al. (1999) noted that heterogeneity of rainfall is a major factor for 

small scale catchments, but the fraction of the watershed covered by rainfall is not as 

important since rainfall is likely to cover the whole area. However, for larger scales, the 

fractional area of the watershed covered by rainfall is a major factor for runoff 

generation. Specific site conditions, in terms of either climate characteristics or size of 

the watershed, can lead to quite different conclusions on how spatial rainfall affects 

hydrological responses. In a semi-arid region, such as is found in much of the 

southwestern United States, where runoff is dominated by summer convective storms, 

transmission losses in ephemeral channels are a significant factor in the water budget 

(Goodrich et al., 1997; Renard et al., 1993). Thus, the spatial distribution of rainfall may 

matter more in these environments, creating distinctive runoff response for upper and 

lower streams. Bell and Moore (2000) also pointed out that convective rainfall induces 

more sensitivity in runoff production than does stratiform rainfall. To facilitate the 
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accurate modeling of hydrologic response in semi-arid regions, such as in southeastern 

Arizona, a rainfall generator that can simulate non-uniform rainfall fields in space is 

needed. It will enhance the ability to apply distributed watershed hydrologic models.  

Spatial rainfall generators may use multi-site data for a specific region, so they 

can also be referred to as multi-site rainfall generators. Compared with point-based 

generators, multi-site rainfall generators take spatial correlation between stations into 

consideration, since rainfall stations near enough are not totally independent of each 

other. Storms organize into groups and form linear bands or spiral bands under different 

weather systems in nature (Shuttleworth, 2012). In recent years there has been extensive 

research conducted on different types of multi-site rainfall generator models (Asong et 

al., 2016; Bardossy and Plate, 1992; Breinl et al., 2017; Evin et al., 2018; Ferraris et al., 

2003; Leander and Buishand, 2009; Li, 2014; Mehrotra et al., 2006; Peleg and Morin, 

2014; Serinaldi, 2009; Wilks, 1999). Most rainfall generators deal with two major 

components: rainfall occurrence and rainfall amount. There are two basic approaches for 

precipitation occurrence generation.  One is the Richardson-type (Richardson, 1981) and 

the other is serial type (Racsko et al., 1991). The Richardson-type generator is based on 

Markov chain models, which simulates day to day rainfall occurrence using transition 

probabilities. Serial type generators account for long-term wet or dry trends, usually 

beginning with the simulation of dry and wet series of years, and then simulate rainfall 

amount based on dry and wet conditions.   

There are also basically two types of methods for representing spatial distribution 

of rainfall amounts. The first type focuses on the physical structure of small scale rain 
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cells, such as shape and size, either using rain gage data (Cowpertwait et al., 1996; 

Ferraris et al., 2003; Hsieh, 2002; von Hardenberg et al., 2003) or radar images to acquire 

the parameters (Morin et al., 2006; Peleg and Morin, 2014, 2012). The other type 

considers relatively larger scale rainfall fields, usually incorporating mathematical 

representation of the spatial correlation. Further classification of this type can include 

several different methods: (1) statistical multi-site models, usually achieved by fitting 

empirical distributions for rainfall properties and adding spatial correlation matrix to 

represent inter-sites relation (Brissette et al., 2007; Khalili et al., 2009; Mehrotra and 

Sharma, 2007; Serinaldi, 2009; Wilks, 1998). (2) resampling/bootstrap models, where 

rainfall depths were resampled from historical data (Buishand and Brandsma, 2001; 

Leander and Buishand, 2009). Recent improvements of resampling methods included 

adding a reshuffle process to maintain the spatial properties (Breinl et al., 2013, 2015). 

(3) Nonlinearly filtered autoregressive processes (Lanza, 2000; Mejía and Rodríguez-

Iturbe, 1974; Rebora et al., 2006). (4) generalized linear models (Asong et al., 2016; 

Verdin et al., 2018, 2015). (5) fractal cascade models (Gupta and Waymire, 1993). Of all 

the above approaches, rain cell models are particularly appropriate to simulate convective 

storms, since these storms share common features of short duration and limited spatial 

extent (Osborn et al., 1979). Generalized linear models have failed to capture the summer 

convective precipitation characteristics (Verdin et al., 2015).   

Rain cells can either be simulated using circular (Morin et al., 2005; Morin and 

Gabella, 2007; Peleg and Morin, 2014) or elliptical shapes (Barnolas et al., 2010; Peleg 

and Morin, 2012; Syed et al., 2003). The circular shape is easier for modeling since it 
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only has one radius parameter, and the intensity distribution can be simplified as well 

because the cell is isotropic. The elliptical shape is more complex since it has both a 

major and minor axis, which also requires an additional orientation parameter. It is also 

necessary to define the center coordinates of the cell and the coverage area for both kinds 

of cells. In addition to cell shape parameters, researchers also have studied the 

representation of rainfall intensity within the cell: (1) rain cells with a constant intensity 

everywhere; (2) Gaussian decay of intensity from cell center; (3) exponential decay of 

intensity from cell center; (4) hybrid of Gaussian and exponential decay from cell center. 

The use of constant intensity makes the model simpler, but not generally realistic, 

especially when the research focus is on sub-daily rain cell development. Feral et al. 

(2003) noted that the Gaussian distribution leads to a faster decay of rainfall intensity 

from the center outwards but to a lower gradient for the outer part. The specific function 

might differ from region to region, which needs further calibration based on actual data.  

In this study, we will employ a Markov-chain based rain cell model to simulate 

daily spatial rainfall in a semi-arid watershed located in southeastern Arizona. The major 

objectives are: (1) present a conceptual model to characterize the spatial variation of the 

summer convective rainfall, (2) build a stochastic daily rainfall generator capable of 

simulating three types of rainfall with high spatial resolution that can be used in small to 

medium sized watersheds, and (3) evaluate the performance of the rainfall generator.  

Since temporal scale is not the primary consideration in this study, we used a daily step in 

this rainfall generator. The Richardson-type of generator was used for daily rainfall 

occurrence. The geographic area we are concerned about is dominated by convective 
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rainfall during the summer, which is suitably represented by a rain-cell based generator.  

We combined simulations of individual rain cells to acquire the rainfall field over the 

entire watershed. 

2     Methods 

2.1    Study area and data 

The study area is the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, located in southeast 

Arizona, surrounding the town of Tombstone. It is a sub-watershed of the San Pedro 

River Basin. The USDA-ARS Southwest Research Center has been operating the 

watershed since the 1950s with intensive instrumentation and measurement of 

precipitation. The drainage area of Walnut Gulch is approximately 148 km2, and 

elevation ranging from 1220 m to 1900 m above sea level. The average annual 

precipitation in this semi-arid watershed is approximately 312 mm (Goodrich and Keefer 

et al., 2008), following a bimodal pattern, with most precipitation occurring in summer 

and winter seasons (Osborn, 1983). Summer rainfall, during the months of July, August, 

and September, accounts for approximately 60% of the total annual amount in this 

region, and results from the North American Monsoon (Nichols et al., 2002; Stillman et 

al., 2013). The summer rain often forms as convective storms, with relatively short 

duration but high intensity, and cover a limited spatial extent.  The spatial variation of 

summer convective storms is large. The winter frontal storms are, however, usually of 

long duration but low intensity, and usually cover the whole watershed more uniformly 

(Goodrich and Unkrich et al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002; Stillman et 
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al., 2013). Frontal storms during the non-summer months account for approximately 35% 

of the annual precipitation. Occasionally, snow occurs in winter at the watershed, but it 

melts quickly and does not accumulate. The remaining 5% of the annual rainfall falls in 

the form of tropical depression storms, usually dropping large amounts of water, much of 

which will be converted into runoff (Gochis et al., 2006; Osborn, 1982).  

Walnut Gulch Experiment Watershed has more than sixty years of rainfall 

monitoring. The earliest rainfall record dates back to 1954. The current rain gage network 

consists of 88 digital rain gages (Figure 1), which gives an average of approximately 0.6 

gage km-2 over the watershed. The dense network provides advantages for spatial rainfall 

analysis, especially for the summer convective rainfall events with high spatial variation. 

The full current network of 88 gages was installed by 1967, so this study uses rainfall 

data from 1967 through 2016 (50 years) to build the generator. From 1967 through 1999, 

the rainfall data was recorded by analog rain gages, while after 2000, digital gages were 

used (Goodrich and Keefer et al., 2008). Due to resource considerations, only nine gages 

operated out of the monsoon season, during the winter months from 1981 through 1991 

and in 1999.  The reason for this is that winter rainfall in this area is much less spatially 

variable and the high density of rain gages were not considered necessary (Goodrich et 

al., 2008). All rainfall data used can be acquired on the website of USDA-ARS-SWRC. 

The rainfall records are stored in an Access database, including both daily rainfall and 

event rainfall. The daily data recorded the year, month, day and total depth received by a 

certain gage on that day. The event data recorded the event ID, year, month, day, start 

time, duration and depth by a certain gage. Each day may have multiple events in the 
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database for a gage. The resolution for depth is 0.254 mm (0.01 inch) and the resolution 

for duration is 1 minute. 

Figure 1. Rain gage network of USDA-Agricultural Research Service Walnut Gulch Experimental 

Watershed, Tombstone, Arizona. 

2.2    Storm identification 

A continuous rainfall record consists of both wet periods and dry periods. 

Researchers have explored different methods to distinguish events, usually based on a 

threshold of the dry period. This threshold can be a fixed time interval for all months, 

such as 6 hour used in erosive rainfall studies (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). It can also 

vary with months, depending on the actual distribution of the inter-arrival time of rainfall 

in each month. The Walnut Gulch rainfall database has identified events for each gage 

separately and assigned an event ID to each one. The criteria used for each gage in the 
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database was based on a one hour hiatus (Goodrich and Keefer et al., 2008). However, 

this separation is only for one rain gage, which means if two gages received rainfall at the 

same time, they are still assigned different event IDs in the database. An actual storm 

occurring in the watershed usually involves more than one gage, so it is necessary to 

identify the individual storms within the entire gage network. According to visual perusal 

of daily rainfall interpolation maps (Figure S1 in supplemental material), we determined 

that a reasonable storm cell number within one day was no more than five. Longer 

thresholds give fewer storms identified for each day, since more gage events will be 

combined. The 4-hour threshold to separate and identify storms was selected so that the 

daily storm numbers were equal to or fewer than five. When the event starting times of 

two gages were within that threshold, they are identified to be the same storm in the 

watershed. The maximum depth for each storm was also recorded during the storm 

identification process.  

2.3     Rainfall occurrence  

The rainfall generator is built with a Richardson type framework, using a first-

order Markov chain model (Richardson, 1981). A flow diagram of the computational 

processes of rainfall generator was shown in Figure 2. The basic concept of the first-order 

Markov chain method is that the present state of the system only depends on the previous 

state, which translated into the rainfall generation process means that the wet or dry state 

of the current day depends only on the state of the previous day. Using the Markov 

approach, a wet day is designated if at least one rain gage in the watershed receives 

rainfall on that day. Once a wet day is generated for the watershed, the model then 
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generates the storm location and coverage, which determines how much simulated 

rainfall each particular gage receives. In order to generate a sequence of wet and dry 

days, three transition probabilities need to be calculated. P(W) is the probability of a wet 

day, P(W|W) is the probability of a wet day following a wet day, and P(W|D) is the 

probability of a wet day following a dry day. Previous research in Walnut Gulch showed 

that the transition probabilities for biweekly periods have significant differences from 

each other (Hsieh, 2002), so all transition probabilities were calculated on a biweekly 

basis. Modeling of the wet and dry sequence in the rainfall generator is done by first 

initializing a random number, and then using P(W) to decide the state of first day. After 

the state of the previous day was decided, then the transition probabilities P(W|W) and 

P(W|D) were used to calculate the state of the next day in each biweekly period for the 

entire simulation sequence (Figure 2).  

When a wet day is generated, the type of rainfall also needs to be decided for that 

day. The consensus of most studies on Walnut Gulch is to separate each year into 

summer months (July-September) and non-summer months (Goodrich and Keefer et al., 

2008; Nearing et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002; Osborn et al., 1979) in terms of 

differentiating rainfall types. The dominant type for summer months is convective 

rainfall, while the dominant type for non-summer months is frontal rainfall. The third 

type, tropical depression rainfall, occurs primarily in late summer and fall, from 

September through November (Gochis et al., 2006). Probabilities for these three types of 

rainfall were calculated for each biweekly period using the daily rainfall. Periods with 

only one type of rainfall occurrence is straightforward, i.e. the probability of a rainfall to 
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be a frontal type in December and January through June is 1. Similarly, the probability 

for convective rainfall in July through August is also 1. The complicated period is from 

September through November, where the probability for tropical depression storms needs 

to be considered. To do this, the histogram of all maximum depths of the storms in 

September through November were plotted, and then an exponential distribution was 

fitted to that histogram. The storms with large maximum depth on the histogram tails, 

which could not be fitted well by the exponential curve, were identified as tropical 

storms. Thus, their probabilities were calculated using the number of these storms divided 

by the total number of storms. All biweekly periods in September through November 

share the same probability of tropical depression rainfall, and the remainder of the 

probability for convective and frontal storms in these three months are obtained by 

subtracting those from 1. Thus, each day of rainfall as determined by the transition 

probabilities were categorized as one of the three rainfall types.  
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of the computational processes in the rainfall generator.  

2.4     Rainfall amount and distribution 

2.4.1   Convective storms 

Convective storms usually show with an approximately elliptical shape in space, 

as determined either from interpolated daily rainfall maps or radar images (Hsieh, 2002; 

Karklinsky and Morin, 2006; Peleg and Morin, 2012). Hsieh (2002) analyzed convective 

storms in Walnut Gulch and proposed a conceptual model to characterize them (Figure 

3). This current study followed a similar conceptual model and determined several 
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parameters using rainfall data from July through September collected in 1967 through 

2016.  

The previous study of Hsieh (2002) showed that the storm centers are distributed 

randomly in the watershed. Sometimes a storm falls only partly within the watershed 

boundary, which means the generated storm center can also be outside the boundary. To 

address this, the generator uses a slightly larger area of 26.5 km by 12.5 km, divided it 

into 33125 cells, with each cell representing a 100 m by 100 m area and assigned an 

index from 1 through 33125. The equation to obtain a storm center location Z is:  

                                              
33125

Zz =                                                        (1) 

where Z is the center index ranging from 1 through 33125, and z is the standard 

uniform deviate ranging from 0 to 1.  

Once the storm center is located, a storm center depth is generated from a 

lognormal distribution and assigned to this storm. Several distributions were tested for 

the convective storm maximum depth, and the lognormal fit best for the data. It is 

assumed that the depth at the storm center is the maximum and decays to zero on the 

storm edge. A modified linear spread function was applied in the generator (Figure 4), 

which maintains constant intensity amount around the center, and then follows a linear 

decay function to the edge.  

                         max 0
max (1 / ) / (1 )

dep r c D
depth

dep r D c c D r D
≤ ≤ ×

=  − − × < ≤
                                (2) 
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where depth is the rainfall depth at a certain point inside the storm extent, max 

dep is the maximum depth at storm center, D is the distance from the center to the edge 

passing through at a certain point, r is the distance from the center to that point, c is a 

constant between 0 and 1. The calibration of c was made by matching the simulated total 

summer rainfall amount to the observed rainfall.  

The storm area is related to the maximum depth of the storm. After logarithmic 

transformation, a linear regression was built between the area and the maximum depth: 

                                       0 1ln( ) ln(max )area a a dep ε= + +                               (3) 

where the units for storm area are km2, and the units for maximum depth is mm, a0 

and a1 are the coefficients of the linear regression equation, ε is a random error term.  

An elliptical shaped storm has two axes, the major axis a and the minor axis b. 

The ratio c between them is defined as c = a/b. The value of c follows a normal 

distribution. Distribution parameters were acquired from Hsieh (2002). The simulated 

ratio was bounded between one standard deviation around the mean. When both the area 

and the ratio has been chosen for a storm, the length of major and minor axis can be 

calculated from the area equation of an ellipse.  

The last parameter for a convective storm is the orientation. It is defined as the 

counter-clockwise angle starting from the east. The orientation for a storm is between 0 

and 180 degrees and follows a normal distribution. Distribution parameters were acquired 

from Hsieh (2002). The simulated orientation was bounded between one standard 
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deviation around the mean, and extreme values beyond the 0 to 180 degrees range were 

discarded until a new value within the range was generated.  

 

Figure 3. Conceptual model of convective storms                    Figure 4. Rainfall depth spread function 

of convective storms 

2.4.2   Frontal storms 

The frontal storms in non-summer months have much less spatial variation than 

do the convective storms. Osborn et al. (1979) analyzed data from Walnut Gulch in non-

monsoon months, suggesting that nine gages are adequate to represent the variability of 

frontal storms. Rainfall interpolation maps in non-monsoon months also showed this 

pattern. Since frontal storms usually cover the whole Walnut Gulch, for simplicity, it is 

assumed that every frontal storm covers the entire watershed in the generation process. 

The total volume of water of each frontal storm is the important factor for quantifying 

annual water balance, but from a hydrologic standpoint, winter frontal storms do not 
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generate runoff in the channels at Walnut Gulch (Goodrich, Keefer, et al., 2008; 

Goodrich, Unkrich et al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2015). 

  The 88 rain gages are nearly uniformly distributed in the watershed, which 

means the area represented by each gage is approximately the same. The total volume of 

water that a storm delivers can be calculated by the following equation:  

            avgVol Dep unit area N= × ×                     (4) 

where Vol is the total volume of each frontal storm, Depavg is the average depth of 

all gages receiving rainfall, unit area is the area of one gage represented, N is the number 

of gages receiving rainfall. Notice that the unit area is not a constant value throughout all 

the years, because with the deletion or addition of gages over time the number of gages in 

the full network changed during the recording period.  Different unit area values needed 

to be calculated for different years. Data from 1967 through 1980, 1992 through 1998, 

and 2000 through 2016 were used to fit a distribution for the total volume of water per 

storm for each biweekly period. The extremely large values on the tails during September 

through November fit poorly with the overall distribution curve (Figure S2), which 

indicates that they follow a different underlying mechanism. Those storms were 

considered as tropical depression storms and were excluded from the dataset when 

building the distribution for frontal storms. The model simulation will randomly pick a 

storm volume from the distribution curve of each biweekly period, first spread it evenly 

in the whole watershed with each grid having the average depth calculated based on the 

volume, and then added some randomness for each grid. The random difference added to 
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each grid is based on the standard deviations of the observed rainfall fields, and each 

standard deviation is corresponded to a certain average storm depth. In order to provide a 

reasonable variation of the generated rainfall fields, the added randomness is allowed to 

fluctuate between negative to positive two standard deviations.  

2.4.3   Tropical depression storms 

The algorithm to generate tropical depression storms is similar to that of frontal 

storms. The difference is that these storms are much less frequent and the volume of 

water dropped by this type is much larger than by frontal storms (Gochis et al., 2006; 

Osborn, 1982). In the previous steps, the extreme values of storm volumes in September 

through November were excluded and all these values were fit to a separate distribution, 

which was used for the tropical depression storms. Unlike the frontal storms, numbers of 

identified tropical depression storms were limited, so only one distribution was fit for the 

entire September through November period. The model simulation will randomly pick a 

storm volume from the distribution, first spread it evenly in the whole watershed and then 

add some randomness to each grid. The random difference added to each grid is based on 

the standard deviations of the observed rainfall fields, and each standard deviation is 

corresponded to a certain average storm depth. In order to provide a reasonable variation 

of the generated rainfall fields, the added randomness is allowed to fluctuate between 

negative to positive two standard deviations. 

2.5    Multiple events in a day 
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The results in the Hsieh (2002) model underestimated the total summer rainfall of 

each gage, partly because the model only simulated one storm per day. Studies from radar 

analysis have shown that convective rainfall generally consists of several rain cells in one 

day (Morin et al., 2004; Peleg and Morin, 2014, 2012). Thus, the ability to simulate 

multiple events per day were enabled in this rainfall generator. Both convective storms 

and frontal storms can have multiple events per day, whereas the tropical depression 

storm remained as single event per day because of their sizes and durations. Based on the 

storm identification process in previous section, probabilities for different numbers of 

storms occurring in a single day may be calculated. For example, the probability of two 

events per day is made by counting the number of days with two storms and then dividing 

it by the number of total rainy days in a biweekly period. Convective rainfall would allow 

up to five storms per day, while frontal rainfall would allow up to three storms per day in 

this rainfall generator. Calibration of multiple events probabilities is based on controlling 

the total number of storms over the fifty-year period. For instance, if the total number of 

storms is overestimated, then the probability of more than one event was adjusted lower 

by multiplying a coefficient between 0 and 1. Consequently, probabilities for one event 

will be adjusted higher to maintain that the sum of all probabilities adding to one.   

2.6    Statistics 

Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB. The regression equation 

between convective storm area and maximum depth was based on 4152 convective 

storms identified in 50 years, with maximum depth ranging from 0.25 mm to 95.12 mm 

and storm area ranging from 1.59 km2 to 152.94 km2. Statistical distribution types were 
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determined for convective storm maximum depths and frontal storm and tropical 

depression storm volumes by comparing the empirical probability distributions to several 

theoretical distribution functions, such as lognormal, gamma, and exponential. The 

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K-S test) was used to test the similarity of the empirical 

distribution to the theoretical ones using a significance level of p = 0.05. If more than one 

theoretical distribution passed the K-S test, then the one with least number of parameters 

was selected in further modelling processing. After the selection of distribution type, 

distribution parameters were fit for each type of rainfall as described previously.  

2.7     Model evaluation 

The rainfall generator was run for 30 replicates of 50-year simulation (in total 

1500 years) to obtain a sequence of simulated daily rainfall, and then compared with the 

observed 50 years historical rainfall data. Model performance was evaluated in two 

aspects: individual storm statistics and seasonally aggregated rainfall statistics. Previous 

research (Goodrich and Keefer et al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2002) 

divided the year into summer months (July-September) and non-summer months 

(October-December, January-June), which is adopted in this study as well.  The 

convective storm type was evaluated to determine whether the proposed conceptual 

model was able capture the major storm characteristics. Seasonally aggregated rainfall 

amounts were evaluated based on the simulation results of six gages (Gage ID 13, 34, 44, 

46, 62, 80). These gages were relatively evenly distributed inside the watershed and were 

selected as a sample to calculate the seasonal rainfall.   
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Statistics of both simulated individual storms and aggregated rainfall, including 

the mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, range and skewness, were computed 

and compared with the 50-year observed data. In addition, simulated and observed 

cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) were created for both individual storms and 

aggregated rainfall. K-S tests were performed between simulated and observed CDFs to 

determine whether they belonged to the same statistical distribution.  

Time series properties were evaluated through dry and wet spell lengths of 

simulated and observed rainfall data. The cumulative distribution function curves of both 

dry and wet spells were created for summer, non-summer, and annual periods. Seasonal 

and annual median lengths of dry and wet spells were also calculated for comparison. K-

S tests were performed between simulated and observed CDFs to determine whether they 

belonged to the same statistical distributions. 

3     Results and discussion 

3.1   Rainfall characterization 

The transition probabilities for rainfall occurrence somewhere on the watershed 

for the 24 half-month periods are shown in Table 1. The probability of wet P(W) clearly 

showed that rainfall frequency reaches its peak in summer, exceeding 0.5, from the first 

half of July to the first half of September. The second wettest period is in winter from 

December through February, where P(W) ranges from 0.2 to 0.3. P(W|W) is always 

greater than P(W|D), which means that wet days tend to be clustered together.  
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Table 1. Transition probabilities, probabilities for three types of rainfall, and the probabilities for multiple events in all 24 half month periods 

Half month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Transition 
probabilities 

P(W) 0.2053 0.2225 0.2547 0.1914 0.1880 0.1338 0.1147 0.0960 0.0960 0.1175 0.1240 0.2640 
P(W|W) 0.4740 0.5000 0.5602 0.4776 0.4752 0.3738 0.4186 0.4167 0.3750 0.5106 0.4624 0.6111 
P(W|D) 0.1359 0.1431 0.1503 0.1237 0.1215 0.0952 0.0753 0.0619 0.0664 0.0652 0.0761 0.1377 

Probabilities 
for types of 
rainfall 

Convective 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Frontal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Tropical 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Probabilities 
for multiple 
events 

1 0.7309 0.7155 0.6589 0.7629 0.6751 0.7312 0.6690 0.8808 0.8217 0.7066 0.7868 0.8031 
2 0.1651 0.1626 0.2321 0.1626 0.2188 0.1680 0.2242 0.1022 0.1426 0.1726 0.1745 0.1663 
3 0.1040 0.1219 0.1089 0.0745 0.1061 0.1008 0.1068 0.0170 0.0357 0.1208 0.0388 0.0306 
4             
5             

Parameter of 
distributions* 

μ (mm or 105 m3) 2.6923 2.8794 2.1721 1.8628 2.6981 2.0318 1.5667 1.6052 1.4837 1.6541 2.3326 2.1434 
σ (mm)             

Table 1. (continued) 

Half month 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Transition 
probabilities 

P(W) 0.6213 0.7738 0.7547 0.6438 0.5320 0.2733 0.2160 0.1950 0.1440 0.1613 0.2173 0.2288 
P(W|W) 0.7854 0.8336 0.8269 0.7592 0.7118 0.5561 0.5185 0.4615 0.4444 0.3884 0.5215 0.5191 
P(W|D) 0.3521 0.5635 0.5326 0.4316 0.3276 0.1651 0.1327 0.1304 0.0935 0.1176 0.1329 0.1410 

Probabilities 
for types of 
rainfall 

Convective 1 1 1 1 0.9876 0.9876 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Frontal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9876 0.9876 0.9876 0.9876 1 1 
Tropical 0 0 0 0 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0.0124 0 0 

Probabilities 
for multiple 
events 

1 0.6449 0.6499 0.6450 0.6842 0.7133 0.6966 0.7409 0.7515 0.7496 0.7596 0.7801 0.6929 
2 0.2187 0.2227 0.2171 0.2178 0.1633 0.1678 0.1766 0.1792 0.2019 0.1492 0.1367 0.1906 
3 0.0961 0.0911 0.0953 0.0713 0.0867 0.0807 0.0824 0.0694 0.0485 0.0912 0.0832 0.1165 
4 0.0362 0.0300 0.0310 0.0255 0.0250 0.0323       
5 0.0042 0.0062 0.0115 0.0013 0.0117 0.0226       

Parameter of 
distributions* 

μ (mm or 105 m3) 1.5314 1.7461 1.6551 1.6105 1.6272 1.3189 2.4079 2.4877 2.5405 2.0375 3.2548 2.3647 
σ (mm) 1.4235 1.4680 1.4851 1.4827 1.4576 1.5344       
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* (1) July-September (13-18): lognormal distribution for convective rainfall maximum depth, unit: mm. (2) Other months (1-12,19-24): exponential 

distribution for frontal rainfall volume, unit: 105 m3. (3) September-November (17-22): μ of exponential distribution for tropical depression rainfall is 

4.2643*106 m3. 
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Axis ratio and orientation statistics were acquired from Hsieh (2002). Those 

parameters are measured directly from interpolated rainfall surfaces and shown in Table 

2. The mean value of axis ratio was 1.54, which is slightly greater than that found in 

previous work on Walnut Gulch, which showed a major to minor axis ratio of between 

1.0 and 1.5 (Fogel and Duckstein, 1969). The mean value of orientation found in Hsieh 

(2002) was 91.40, which points generally north as defined in the previous section. The 

area statistics acquired in this study showed a mean of 58.01 km2, which is approximately 

one-third of the watershed area. The regression equation of area and maximum depth (see 

Eq. 3) was determined as: 

                           2ln( ) 2.1784 0.6851ln(max ) ( 0.57, 4152)area dep R nε= + + = =          (5) 

Hsieh (2002), using data also from Walnut Gulch, developed a similar regression 

equation (Equation 6) between area and maximum depth from 48 interpolated storm 

surfaces, with the maximum depth ranging from 4.83 mm to 47.75mm, and storm areas 

ranging from 3.6 km2 to 181.26 km2.   

      2ln( ) 1.1569 0.93ln(max  ) ( 0.46, 48)area dep R nε= + + = =                 (6) 

The number of storms used in this study was much greater than used by Hsieh (2002). 

The slope of Equation 5 is less than Equation 6, because the 48 storm samples Hsieh 

chose were mostly larger storms with clear elliptical shapes in space, which may be 

biased in terms of area representation. 
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The decay function to distribute rainfall from the convective storm center to the 

edge was determined as (see Figure 4):   

                             max  0 0.59
maxdep(1 / ) / 0.41 0.59

dep r D
depth

r D D r D
≤ ≤

=  − < ≤
                            (7)  

Previous work on Walnut Gulch has used either an exponential type decay function 

(Fogel and Duckstein, 1969) or simple linear decay function (Hsieh, 2002) to distribute 

the rainfall from the storm center to the edge. However, in this study, we found that these 

two methods both underestimate the rainfall total. Observed from radar images and 

interpolated rain gage isohyets, the convective rain cell tends to have a flat distribution 

around the center. The rationale behind it is that as the storm moves in space it creates a 

region with relatively uniform maximum depth in the storm center (Fogel and Duckstein, 

1969).  

Other model parameters, including the probabilities for different types of rainfall, 

probabilities for multiple events occurring in a day, and the distribution parameters for 

rainfall amount are shown in Table 1. The distribution for convective storm maximum 

depth was determined to be lognormal with two parameters, mean ( µ ) and variance (σ ), 

the fitting plots were shown in supplemental material Figure S3. Whereas, the best-fit 

distribution for frontal and tropical depression storms was determined to be exponential, 

with only one parameter µ , and fitting plots were shown in supplemental material Figure 

S4. Notice that the units for convective storms and the other two types are different in 

Table 1, because one is for depth and the other two are for volume.  
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Table 2. Characteristics of convective storm area, axis ratio, and orientation 

 Mean Std.dev Skewness Max Min 
Area (km2) 58.01 50.50 0.56 152.94 1.59 
Axis ratio (a/b)* 1.54 0.37 0.96 2.50 1.08 
Orientation 
(degree)* 91.40 38.27 0.06 170.00 0.00 

*From Hsieh (2002) 

3.2     Model evaluation 

The statistics of observed and simulated convective storm maximum depth from 

July through September are presented in Table 3. The mean value simulated in all six half 

months with convective storms had less than 6% difference. The fact that the simulated 

storm depths had a broader range of maximum depths is expected since the model was 

run for 30 replicates of 50-year time range (in total 1500 years) and should include 

extreme values that were not captured in the historical data. The shape of simulated and 

observed CDF curves for all six periods were similar (Figure 5). The K-S test showed 

that there were no significant (p = 0.05) differences between the observed and simulated 

CDFs in all half month periods. 

Table 3. Characteristics of convective storm maximum depths (mm) 

 Observed Simulated 
 July  

1-15 
July 

16-31 
Aug 
1-15 

Aug 
16-31 

Sept  
1-15 

Sept 
16-30 

July  
1-15 

July  
16-31 

Aug 
1-15 

Aug 
16-31 

Sept  
1-15 

Sept 
16-30 

Mean  10.32 12.85 12.05 11.52 11.38 9.45 10.26 13.23 12.73 11.73 11.93 9.46 
Std.dev 12.62 14.78 14.30 13.58 13.41 12.99 14.86 20.08 19.36 17.53 17.85 14.94 
Max 85.60 83.31 91.19 81.03 87.63 95.12 104.28 143.36 136.68 129.45 125.26 108.26 
Min 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Range 85.34 83.06 90.93 80.77 87.38 94.87 104.03 143.11 136.43 129.20 125.01 108.01 
Skewness 2.25 1.79 1.91 1.86 2.03 2.85 2.97 3.07 3.05 3.01 3.05 3.25 
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Figure 5. CDFs of observed and simulated summer convective storm maximum depths.  

The average summer rainfall total of the selected six gages was 192.9 mm, 

whereas the simulated summer rainfall total was 190.4 mm, with 1.3% difference (Table 
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4). The simulated range of summer rainfall total was almost twice that of the observed 

values, with lesser minimum and greater maximum values. Consequently, the simulated 

standard deviation was approximately 100 mm, which was greater than the observed 

values which were approximately 60 mm.  K-S test results showed that there was no 

significant difference between the two curves in summer (Figure 6a), under p = 0.05 

significance level. The simulated data variability was greater than the historical data, 

could have resulted from more extreme values being simulated in the long synthetic time 

series. This is consistent with the individual convective storms evaluation, where some 

extreme values exceeding the historical records were simulated.  

As for non-summer rainfall, observed mean of six gages was 122.6 mm, and the 

simulated mean was 122.2 mm. The range of winter rainfall had 15.6% difference 

between the observed and simulated, which is mostly caused by the overestimation of the 

minimum values. The simulated maximum winter rainfall was slightly less than the 

observed. Thus, the standard deviation was also underestimated by the model compared 

to historical records. The reason for this is related to the method used to distribute the 

generated the rainfall volume over the watershed. Since winter frontal storms have less 

variability than summer convective rainfall, for simplicity in this rainfall generator, every 

storm volume was distributed uniformly to all gages, only adding a small random 

variance. As a result, the variation in both space and time has been lost to some degree. 

The two CDF curves of non-summer rainfall total amounts failed the K-S test (Figure 

6b), which means that there was some difference between the simulated and observed 

data. However, the winter storms in Walnut Gulch rarely cause runoff and erosion due to 
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their low intensity (Goodrich, Keefer, et al., 2008; Goodrich, Unkrich et al., 2008; 

Nearing et al., 2015), so it was considered acceptable to miss some variation in the 

generated storm depth totals as long as the total amount is similar and annual water 

balance was maintained.  

Table 4. Observed and simulated rainfall totals for summer months of six gages (mm) 

 Observed Simulated 
Gage ID 13 34 44 46 62 80 13 34 44 46 62 80 
Mean 186.7 192.2 194.6 199.5 194.5 189.7 196.3 187.1 185.8 191.8 186.5 195.0 
Std.dev 60.4 63.7 58.6 61.4 52.2 66.8 100.4 99.7 101.6 102.6 96.3 100.7 
Max 336.6 345.7 345.9 410.5 327.3 380.0 508.3 561.7 623.5 617.3 534.2 511.9 
Min 89.8 70.2 81.0 77.7 88.8 75.4 3.6 1.5 7.2 8.2 10.4 9.1 
Range 246.8 275.5 264.9 332.7 238.5 304.5 504.8 560.2 616.3 609.1 523.9 502.8 
Skewness 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 -0.2 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.6 

 

Table 5. Observed and simulated rainfall totals for non-summer months of six gages (mm) 

 Observed Simulated 
Gage ID 13 34 44 46 62 80 13 34 44 46 62 80 
Mean 122.7 120.7 121.6 132.8 116.9 120.9 122.6 122.0 122.0 122.7 121.6 122.1 
Std.dev 59.7 65.8 61.1 65.1 64.3 59.8 34.2 34.1 33.7 34.7 34.0 34.3 
Max 266.4 308.9 295.0 318.8 300.4 282.8 265.0 305.8 282.0 280.8 264.7 256.8 
Min 19.8 18.0 13.2 16.3 10.7 12.2 42.3 41.9 42.3 33.2 44.7 30.3 
Range 246.6 290.8 281.8 302.5 289.7 270.6 222.7 263.9 239.8 247.6 219.9 226.5 
Skewness 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 
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Figure 6. CDFs of observed and simulated rainfall totals for (a) summer and (b) non-summer 

periods. 

Simulated and observed median lengths of dry and wet spell were shown in Table 

6, which represents the central tendency of spell length distribution. The median of 

simulated dry spell length was slightly shorter than observed throughout the year, 

whereas the median of simulated wet spell length was longer than observed for summer, 

but the same for non-summer months. The overestimated wet spell length also caused an 

overestimation for annual wet spell length. The cumulative distribution function curves 

for seasonal and annual were shown in Figure 7. Five of the six pairs of observed and 

simulated curves passed the K-S test under p = 0.05 significance level. The significant 

difference for the summer wet spell curves indicated that the rainfall generator tends to 

simulate slightly longer wet periods during summer season.  

Table 6. Observed and simulated median length of dry and wet spells (day) 

 Annual Summer Non-
summer  Annual Summer Non-

summer 
Dry_observed 4.2 2.2 7.2 Wet_observed 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Dry_simulated 4.0 2.0 6.0 Wet_simulated 2.0 3.0 1.0 
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Figure 7. CDFs of observed and simulated dry and wet spell length for annual, summer and non-

summer periods, (1) first column: dry spell, (2) second column: wet spell. 

4     Conclusion 

This study presented modeling concepts and processes of a daily, spatial, 

stochastic rainfall generator in a semi-arid watershed in southeastern Arizona. Unlike 

most daily rainfall generators which give only the daily rainfall amount, this model is 

capable of simulating individual storms within a day. Simulation of four elements, 

including daily rainfall occurrence, the number of storms per day, the maximum depth or 
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total volume of a storm, and spatial distribution of the rainfall was illustrated using 50-

years of rain gage observations in Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, Arizona. The 

separation process of generating three types of rainfall (convective, frontal and tropical 

depression) is appropriate in this region, since they all have quite different physical 

features. The concept of elliptical shape of convective storms works well in this study 

and has been tested in other research. The simulated individual convective storm statistics 

were similar to the observed. The simulated seasonal rainfall performed differently for 

summer and non-summer periods, with a slight overestimation of variation of annual 

summer rainfall and an underestimation of variation in non-summer period, but the long-

term mean values of both summer and non-summer periods are satisfactory.  

 There are limitations for this generator. It is a well calibrated model based on the 

dense rain gage network of Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, and expanding it to 

larger area application will require additional analysis linking the point statistics with 

area statistics. Possible solutions for obtaining larger area statistics, such as convective 

storm area, may need incorporation of radar rainfall images. This rainfall generator is 

initially targeted at semi-arid watersheds where convective rainfall dominated, thus it 

may not be immediately applicable in regions with significantly different rainfall types.   

Possible uses of the rainfall generator include application into hydrological 

models, erosion models as rainfall input, where spatial rainfall information could have an 

impact on runoff response or sediment yield. It may also be applied in climate change 

studies by manipulating model parameters to account for future trends and testing the 

outcomes. Developing the rainfall generator into a high-resolution temporal model is a 
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future research need, which will require further studies of storm movement in space and 

time. 
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APPENDIX B: Main generator program 

%% program main 

% This program is used to generate the summer daily rainfall depths in the 

% southeast Arizona  

 

% The program generates biweekly daily rainfall starting on Jan 1, loop 

% through the end of Dec for the first year and then start over the 

% first Jan for the second year summer daily rainfall in the same routine, 

% then loops until the desired generation period 

 

% The program contains one main program and 4 subroutines 

% The following lines explain the function of each subroutine 

% transition.m: generates a sequence of storm occurrences 

% depth.m: generates the maximum rainfall depth within a storm cell 

% coverage.m: calculates the related storm coverage and generates storm 

%   orientations and the ratios of the major to the minor axes (elliptical 

%   storm shape) and calculated the lengths of the major and minor axes 

% location.m: generates the locations of storm centers and computes rainfall 

%   depths at user specified locations by using spread functions to spread 

%   the storm outwardly from the storm center 

 

 

% The following lines describe the variables used in the main program 

% nyear: years of generations 

% nperiods: number of generation period 

% occurrence: an array of precipitation occurrences 

% maxdep: an array of maximum rainfall depths within storm centers 

 

% area: an array of the calculated storm coverage 

% orient: an array of generated storm orientations 

% ratio: an array of generated ratios of the major to the minor axes 

% a,b: arrays of calculated lengths of the major and minor axes 

% idum: a random number 

% n: number of days within each biweekly period  

% nset: the index of parameter sets for each simulation period 

 

load('grids.mat'); 

load('center.mat'); 
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nyear = 50; % number of years in simulation 

days = 16; % the maximum days in a period is 16 

 

% parameters for 12 months 

nperiod = 24; % 24 half months 

nset = 1:24; 

% n is the number of days during each half month 

n = [15,16,15,14,15,16 ... 

    15,15,15,16,15,15 ... 

    15,16,15,16,15,15 ... 

    15,16,15,15,15,16]; 

 

% matrix to store cell and gage values 

occu_final = zeros(16,nperiod,nyear,'single'); 

gage_final = zeros(88,4,days,nperiod,nyear,'single'); 

 

% matrix is too large, may consider aggregate days for one period 

% cell_final = zeros(265,125,3,days,nperiod,nyear,'single'); 

 

% store the grid rainfall of nyears in two seasons 

cell_year = zeros(265,125,nyear,2); % 4th dimension: (1)summer (2)winter 

 

% multiple events/day, up to 5 storms/day 

% max store space = 5 storms/day * 16 days = 80 

maxdep_final = zeros(80,nperiod,nyear,'single'); 

area_final = zeros(80,nperiod,nyear,'single'); 

ratio_final = zeros(80,nperiod,nyear,'single'); 

orient_final = zeros(80,nperiod,nyear,'single'); 

center_final = zeros(2,80,nperiod,nyear,'single'); % x,y coordinates of storm 

center 

 

% matrix to store pcp data for SWAT 

pcp1 = zeros(366,32,nyear); % 32 subwatersheds 

pcp2 = zeros(366,20,nyear); % 20 subwatersheds 

pcp6 = zeros(366,35,nyear); % 35 subwatersheds 

pcp11 = zeros(366,17,nyear); % 17 subwatersheds 

 

tic; 

% loop for years 

for i1 = 1:nyear 
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    date = 0; % record which day is it in current year 

     

    % start generation for different periods     

    for i2 = 1:24         

         

        % call each subroutines to generate storms 

        occurrence = transition(nset(i2),n(i2));         

        [maxdep,num] = depth(nset(i2),n(i2),occurrence);     

        [area,orient,c,a,b] = coverage(n(i2),maxdep,occurrence);         

        [center,cell_biweekly,gage_biweekly] = 

location(n(i2),occurrence,maxdep,orient,c,a,b,num);  

         

        % store the results for validation 

        L = length(occurrence); % get the length of current period data 

        occu_final(1:L,i2,i1) = occurrence;         

        maxdep_final(1:L*5,i2,i1) = maxdep; 

        area_final(1:L*5,i2,i1) = area; 

        ratio_final(1:L*5,i2,i1) = c; 

        orient_final(1:L*5,i2,i1) = orient; 

        center_final(:,1:L*5,i2,i1) = center; 

        gage_final(:,:,:,i2,i1) = gage_biweekly; 

         

             

         

         

    end 

     

end 

 

 

toc; 
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APPENDIX C: Subprogram transition 

%% subroutine transition (nset,n,occurrence) 

% generate a sequence of 0,1,2,3 for different period to obtain a sequence 

% of rainfall occurrence 

 

function [occurrence] = transition(nset,n) 

 

% load biweekly transition probabilities for the whole watershed 

dt = load('TP.mat'); 

Pw = dt.TP(1,:); 

Pww = dt.TP(2,:); 

Pdd = 1-dt.TP(3,:); % 3rd row in TP is P(w|d) 

stabilize = zeros(1,1500); 

occurrence = zeros(1,n); 

 

% initialize the first day(wet/dry) 

% nset indicates which half month Pw to be used, provided from main.m 

p = rand(1); 

if p > Pw(nset)  

    stabilize(1) = 0; 

else 

    stabilize(1) = 1; 

end 

 

% produce a sequence of 1 or 0 for occurrence 

for i = 2:1000 + n % n is the number of days in that simulation period 

    p = rand(1); 

    if stabilize(i-1) == 0 

        if p <= Pdd(nset) 

            stabilize(i) = 0; 

        else 

            stabilize(i) = 1; 

        end 

    else 

        if p <= Pww(nset) 

            stabilize(i) = 1; 

        else 

            stabilize(i) = 0; 

        end 
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    end 

end 

 

% drop the first 1000 random numbers to stabilize 

occu = stabilize(1001:(1000+n)); 

 

% load the probability for three types of rainfall 

% row 1: convective 

% row 2: frontal 

% row 3: tropical depression 

load('Ptype.mat'); 

 

% periods for different types of rainfall, 4 groups 

% Jan-Jun,Dec: only frontal 

% Jul,Aug: convective, frontal 

% Oct,Nov: tropical, frontal 

% Sep: convective, tropical, frontal 

% g1 = [1:12,23:24]; 

% g2 = 13:16; 

% g3 = 19:22; 

% g4 = 17:18; 

 

% decide which type of rainfall on each day 

 

for d = 1:n 

    if occu(1,d) == 1 

         

        rndtype = rand(1);         

        if rndtype <= Ptype(1,nset) 

            occurrence(d) = 1; % convective 

        elseif rndtype > Ptype(1,nset) && rndtype <= Ptype(2,nset) 

            occurrence(d) = 2; % frontal 

        elseif rndtype > Ptype(2,nset) && rndtype <= Ptype(3,nset) 

            occurrence(d) = 3; % tropical depression 

        end        

         

    end 

end 

 

end 
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APPENDIX D: Subprogram depth 

%% subroutine depth (nset,n,occurrence,maxdep) 

% generate three types of rainfall 

% (1) convective: max depth within a storm cell using lognormal 

% distribution 

% (2) frontal: average volume 

% (3) tropical depression: average volume 

 

function [maxdep,num] = depth(nset,n,occurrence) 

% matrix to store maxdepth/avg_depth of generated storms 

% maxmimum number of storms is (n days * 5 storms/day) 

 

% though the name is maxdep, but actually for frontal and tropical 

% depression it generates the volume of an event 

maxdep = zeros(1,n*5); % initialize maxdep 

num = zeros(1,n); % keep record of how many storms each day 

 

% probabilities for multiple storms/day 

% values are accumulated probabilities 

% convective: 5*10 matrix, 1/2/3/4/5 storms/day, 6 columns for 6 periods Jul-

Sep 

load('probac.mat'); 

% frontal: 3*24 matrix, 1/2/3 storms/day, 24 columns for 24 half months 

% column 13-18 is zero, since Jul-Sep do not generate frontal rainfall 

load('probaf.mat'); 

 

%% (1) parameters for convective rainfall  

% lognormal distribution for max depth (unit:mm) 

% ubpor: the portion of the standard deviation of the upper bound of the 

% maximum depth, if the generated normal deviate is greater than the upper 

% bound, then discard it and get another normal deviate 

 

% initialize paramters for lognormal-distributed maximum depth 

% 6 paramter sets for 6 simulation periods from Jul-Sep (ln base) 

summer = 13:18; 

if ismember(nset,summer)     

    % parameters for all events  

    mean = [ 1.5314 1.7461  1.6551  1.6105  1.6272  1.3189]; 
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    std = [1.4235   1.4680  1.4851  1.4827  1.4576  1.5344]; 

    ubpor = ones(1,6)*2.2; 

    % ubpor = [2.2,2.15,2.15,2.15,2.2,2.15];    

     

    % parameters when all summer put together 

    % mean = ones(1,6)*1.6112; 

    % std = ones(1,6)*1.4694;     

    % ubpor = [2.5,2.5,2.5,2.5,2.5,2.5]; 

     

    lb = 0.25; % lower bound of max depth 0.5mm      

    ub = exp(mean(nset-12) + ubpor(nset-12)*std(nset-12)); % upper bound of the 

standard normal deviate 

end 

 

%% (2) parameters for frontal rainfall  

% exponential distribution for average volume (unit:in*km2) 

% 1st row: mu; 2nd row: lower bound;  3rd row: upper bound 

load('fpar.mat'); 

 

%% (3) parameters for tropical depression 

% exponential distribution (unit:in*km2) 

 

mu = 53.8870; 

const = 114; % constant value add back to random variable 

trop_lb = 100; 

trop_ub = 500; 

 

%% simulate each day 

for i = 1:n 

     

    % if convective rainfall,generate max depth 

    if occurrence(i) == 1          

        % decide how many storms on that day          

        q = rand(1); 

        if q <= probac(1,nset-12) 

            num(i) = 1; 

        elseif q > probac(1,nset-12) && q <= probac(2,nset-12) 

            num(i) = 2; 

        elseif q > probac(2,nset-12) && q <= probac(3,nset-12) 

            num(i) = 3; 
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        elseif q > probac(3,nset-12) && q <= probac(4,nset-12) 

            num(i) = 4; 

        elseif q > probac(4,nset-12) && q <= probac(5,nset-12) 

            num(i) = 5; 

        end 

         

        % generate max depth for each storm 

        for j = 1:num(i) 

            while maxdep(5*(i-1)+j) <= lb || maxdep(5*(i-1)+j) > ub 

                p = normrnd(0,1);                 

                maxdep(5*(i-1)+j) = exp(std(nset-12)*p + mean(nset-12)); 

            end 

        end 

         

    % if frontal rainfall,generate event volume 

    elseif occurrence(i) == 2 

        % decide how many events on that day 

        q = rand(1); 

        if q <= probaf(1,nset) 

            num(i) = 1; 

        elseif q > probaf(1,nset) && q <= probaf(2,nset) 

            num(i) = 2; 

        elseif q > probaf(2,nset) && q <= probaf(3,nset) 

            num(i) = 3; 

        end 

         

        % generate the rainfall volume for each storm 

        for j = 1:num(i) 

            while maxdep(5*(i-1)+j) <= fpar(2,nset) || maxdep(5*(i-1)+j) > 

fpar(3,nset) 

                maxdep(5*(i-1)+j) = exprnd(fpar(1,nset)); 

            end 

        end 

         

    % if tropical depression, generate event volume 

    elseif occurrence(i) == 3  

        num(i) = 1; 

        while maxdep(5*(i-1)+1) <= trop_lb || maxdep(5*(i-1)+1) > trop_ub 

            maxdep(5*(i-1)+1) = exprnd(mu) + const; 

        end 
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    end 

end 

 

end 
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APPENDIX E: Subprogram coverage 

%% subroutine coverage (n,depth,area,orientation,gratio,a,b) 

% compute the storm areal coverage from generated max storm depth and 

% compute the values of major axis and minor axis.  

 

function [area,orientation,gratio,a,b] = coverage(n,depth,occurrence) 

% The areal coverage ban be expressed as: 

% area = exp(2.1784)*depth^0.68507+/-20std(random error) 

 

% The subroutine also generate a uniform sequence 0~1 to decide to add 20% 

% std to the area or minus 20% std to the calculated area  

% The subroutine also generate an orientation for the storm 

% The storm orientation in WGEW has a normal distribution with a mean of 

% 91.4 and a std 38.272. The orientation is 0 degree from the West and 180 

% degree in the East.  

 

% variables: 

% depth: maximum storm depth 

% area: areal coverage 

% a: major axis, b: minor axis, c: a/b ratio deviate 

% ratio: ratio of major/minor axis 

% ratio std: std of ratio 

% orientation: storm orientation 

% errstd: standard deviation of the error terms of area 

% orimean: mean of orientation 

% oristd: standard deviation of orientation 

% R: uniform deviates 

 

errstd = 10494092; % 10.4 km2 

orimean = 91.4; 

oristd = 38.272; 

ratio = 1.54; 

ratiostd = 0.37; 

 

% each day has a maximum of 5 storms, n*5 

area = zeros(1,n*5); 

orientation = zeros(1,n*5); 

a = zeros(1,n*5); 

b = zeros(1,n*5); 
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gratio = zeros(1,n*5); 

 

% -----------------calculate the storm area------------------------------- 

for i = 1:n*5 

    day = ceil(i/5); 

     

    % if it is convective rainfall, calculate the area based on depth  

    if occurrence(day) == 1 && depth(i) > 0 

         

        while area(i) <= 0 

            % equation for 4hr area/max depth relationship(only convective) 

            % area unit: m2 

            area(i) = 10^6*exp(2.1784)*depth(i)^0.68507; 

             

            p = rand(); 

            q = rand(); 

             

            if p >= 0.5 

                area(i) = area(i)+0.5*q*errstd; 

            else 

                area(i) = area(i)-0.5*q*errstd; 

            end 

        end 

         

    % if not convective rainfall, no area generated 

    else   

        area(i) = 0; 

    end     

end 

 

% -------------------calculate the a and b axis length-------------------- 

% generate an elliptical shape storm 

for j = 1:n*5 

    if area(j) > 0 

        r = rand(); 

        s = rand(); 

        if r >= 0.5 

            gratio(j) = ratio + s*ratiostd; 

        else  

            gratio(j) = ratio - s*ratiostd; 
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        end 

         

        b(j) = sqrt(area(j)/pi()/gratio(j)); 

        a(j) = b(j)*gratio(j); 

    end         

end 

 

% generate a circular shape storm 

% for j = 1:n 

%     if area(j) > 0 

%         gratio(j) = 1;         

%         b(j) = sqrt(area(j)/pi()/gratio(j)); 

%         a(j) = b(j)*gratio(j); 

%     end         

% end 

 

% --------------------generate the orientation--------------------------- 

% orientation is normal distributed with a mean = 91.4, std = 38.272 

for j = 1:n*5 

    while area(j) > 0 && (orientation(j) <= 0 || orientation(j)> 180) 

        deviate = normrnd(0,1); 

        orientation(j) = oristd*deviate + orimean;          

    end     

end 

 

end 
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APPENDIX F: Subprogram location 

%% subroutine spread(n,occurrence,maxdep,orient,c,a,b) 

% This subroutines computes the location of each storm center and call the 

% other function spread to distribute the rainfall depth inside each storm, 

% however, if the generated storm is totally outside watershed boundary, 

% then a new storm center will be generated until at least part of the 

% storm is inside the watershed 

 

% The boundary of analysis is xmin = 580241, xmax = 606141 

% ymin = 3503600, ymax = 3515700 

 

function [center,cell_biweekly,gage_biweekly] = 

location(n,occurrence,maxdep,orient,c,a,b,num) 

 

% step 1: generate the storm origin location 

% there are 265*125=33125 cells. The storm center distribution is normal 

% distribution on WG so the random number generator is used to generate the 

% storm centers 

% The subroutine assigns the depth to pre-determined cells with 

% pre-determined cell locations along with the calculated depths 

% We also want to have the rainfall depth from generated events at each 

% individual gages in order to compare the simulated results with the 

% long-term observations. 

 

% read the rain gage coordinates 

% variable name: gage 

% column 1: x coordinates; 2: y coordinates; 3: depth, 4: gage ID 

load('gage.mat');  

% load index matrix, 1 indicating inside watershed, 0 out of 

load('watershed_index.mat'); 

 

center = zeros(2,n*5,'single'); % store x and y coordinates of center locations 

cell = zeros(265,125,3,'single'); % xc,yc,depth 

gage_initial = gage; % zero rainfall days 

cell_biweekly = zeros(265,125,3,16,'single'); 

gage_biweekly = zeros(88,4,16,'single'); 

 

% cell size = 100m*100m 

% ---------assign UTM coordinates to the center of each cell--------------- 
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yc = 3503650; % ymin+50m, the center of the first cell 

for jy = 1:125 

    xc = 580291; % xmin+50m, the center of first cell 

    for jx = 1:265  

        cell(jx,jy,1) = xc; 

        cell(jx,jy,2) = yc; 

        xc = 100 + xc; 

    end 

    yc = 100 + yc; 

end 

cell_initial = cell; % zero rainfall days 

 

% ---------loop for each day in the generation period(biweekly)------------ 

for i = 1:n 

         

    % total depth in the watershed 

    total_depth = 0; 

     

    % assign the storm center coordinates to ix and iy     

    % case 1: non-rainy days 

    if occurrence(i) == 0 

        cell_biweekly(:,:,:,i) = cell_initial; % have coordinates,but no 

rainfall 

        gage_biweekly(:,:,i) = gage_initial; 

         

    % case 2: frontal/tropical depression rainfall 

    elseif occurrence(i) == 3 || occurrence(i) == 2 

        cell_accum = cell_initial; 

        for j = 1:num(i)                         

            cell_new = cell_initial;  

            % spread the volume evenly to the whole area 148km2 

            % unit: in*km2 -> in -> mm 

            cell_new(:,:,3) = maxdep(5*(i-1)+j)/148*25.4; 

             

            % add some randomness to the rainfall field           

            for jj = 1:125 

                for ii = 1:265 

                    flag = 0; 

                    p = 1; 

                    while flag <= 0 && p > 0.5 
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                        p = rand(); 

                        q = rand(); 

                        % notes on 11/1/2017 

                        % regression between avg_dep and std_dep 

                        std_dep = 0.42487*cell_new(ii,jj,3)+0.57261; 

                        initial = cell_new(ii,jj,3); 

                        flag = initial - q*2*std_dep; 

                         

                        if p <= 0.5 

                            cell_new(ii,jj,3) = cell_new(ii,jj,3) + 

q*2*std_dep; 

                        else 

                            cell_new(ii,jj,3) = cell_new(ii,jj,3) - 

q*2*std_dep; 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

                         

            % calculate the accumulated rainfall of multiple storms in 

            % a day 

            cell_accum(:,:,3) = cell_accum(:,:,3) + cell_new(:,:,3); 

        end 

         

        % ---------------loop for each gage, calculate depth-------------- 

        for k = 1:88 

            row = floor((gage(k,1) - 580241)/100) + 1; 

            col = floor((gage(k,2) - 3503600)/100) + 1; 

            % in case some gages outside watershed 

            if row > 0 && col > 0 

                gage(k,3) = cell_accum(row,col,3); 

            end 

        end 

         

        % assign value of a certain day to the final biweekly matrix 

        cell_biweekly(:,:,:,i) = cell_accum(:,:,:); 

        gage_biweekly(:,:,i) = gage(:,:); 

         

    % case 3: convective rainfall  

    elseif occurrence(i) == 1 
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        while total_depth == 0 % flag to check if storm inside watershed 

            cell_accum = cell_initial; 

            % loop for each storm in day i 

            for j = 1:num(i) 

                location = 0; 

                while location == 0 

                    p = rand(); 

                    location = fix(33125*p); 

                end 

                 

                % assign the cell row and column number to cell center 

                % ix, iy are the coordinates index for center 

                if mod(location,265) ~= 0 

                    ix = mod(location,265); 

                    iy = floor(location/265)+1; 

                else 

                    ix = 265; 

                    iy = floor(location/265); 

                end 

                 

                % assign cell coordinates and 0-depth values 

                % loop over each cell and decide if the cell is covered by the 

storm 

                % if cell covered by storm, compute the storm depth on the cell 

                % To compute the depth, first compute the distance between the 

cell and 

                % the storm center, then compute the z value                 

                % break ellipse into potion and compute storm depth at each 

cell 

                % location                  

                % ----------------call spread function for each storm in a day-

----------- 

                % calculate rainfall depth for each cell  

                q = 5*(i-1)+j; 

                [cell_new] = spread(ix,iy,maxdep(q),orient(q),c(q),a(q),b(q)); 

                % calculate the accumulated rainfall of multiple storms in 

                % a day 

                cell_accum(:,:,3) = cell_accum(:,:,3) + cell_new(:,:,3); 

                % once a storm is decided, record its center location 

                center(1,q) = ix; 
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                center(2,q) = iy; 

            end 

            % ------------check if the whole storm is outside watershed-------- 

            cell_inside = squeeze(cell_accum(:,:,3)).*watershed_index; 

            total_depth = sum(cell_inside(:)); 

        end 

         

        % ---------------loop for each gage, calculate depth-------------- 

        for k = 1:88 

            row = floor((gage(k,1) - 580241)/100) + 1; 

            col = floor((gage(k,2) - 3503600)/100) + 1; 

            % in case some gages outside watershed 

            if row > 0 && col > 0 

                gage(k,3) = cell_accum(row,col,3); 

            end 

        end 

         

        % assign value of a certain day to the final biweekly matrix 

        cell_biweekly(:,:,:,i) = cell_accum(:,:,:); 

        gage_biweekly(:,:,i) = gage(:,:); 

    end 

     

end 

 

end 
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